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ABSTRACT
Numerical Modeling of Chemical Recovery from Black Liquor Char
Dharmarajan Hariharan
A complete CFD model for the char burning stage of chemical recovery from black
liquor is presented. Chemical recovery from black liquor is characterized by the occurrence of
multiple, simultaneous reactions occurring in dynamic flow conditions. Rate equations for the
different chemical reactions are incorporated into a multiphase CFD code MFIX. Rate
equations for sulfate reduction by carbon, gasification of carbon by CO2 and H2O, and, COS
and H2S formation, are incorporated into MFIX, to simulate the chemical kinetics occurring in
the char burning stage. Oxidation of carbon and Na2S by O2 are also included.
Pyrolysis of black liquor char in the presence of N2, gasification in the presence of
CO2 and H2O were simulated. Results for pyrolysis and gasification, and variation with
respect to temperature are presented. Two different models for sulfate reduction are compared
with each other and with published experimental results. Competitive consumption of carbon
by sodium sulfate and gasification reactions is studied and the effects of temperature, and
heating rates of solids are discussed.
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NOMENCLATURE
A,B,C,D,E,F,G

Constants in Neufeldt Integral.

A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,
F1,G1

Constants in Shomate Equation.

Aext

External surface area of particles. (cm2)

[C]

Concentration of Fixed Carbon (mol/cm3s).

CDs

Drag coefficient of solid phase.

Ci

Concentration of component i in gas phase. (mol/cm3)

[CO2]i

Concentration of CO2 at gas-solid interface. (mol/cm3)

[COS]eq

Equilibrium concentration of COS in gas phase around the particle.
(mol/cm3)

Cpg

Gas phase specific heat capacity (cal/g K).

Cpº

Specific Heat Capacity at 298 K. (cal/gmolK)

Cps

Solid phase specific heat capacity (cal/g K).

i

Diffusivity of component i. (cm2/s)

dp

Diameter of particle. (cm)

dp,initial

Particle Diameter at time, t = 0. (m)

dp,max

Maximum Particle Diameter. (m)

dp,smelt

Particle Diameter at the end of char burning. (m)

dp,t

Particle Diameter at any time, t. (m)

Fg

Coefficient for interphase force between fluid and solid phase.(g/cm3 sec)

fC/CA

Adjustable reaction parameter for reduction of carbonate by carbon.

fC/CO2

Adjustable reaction parameter for oxidation of carbon by oxygen.

fC/S

Adjustable reaction parameter for reduction of sulfate by carbon.

fg

Flow resistance from internal surfaces.

HHVBLS

Higher Heating Value of Black Liquor Solids (KJ/kg)

Hrg

Heat of reaction going to the gas phase (cal/cm3).

Hrs

Heat of reaction going to the solid phase (cal/cm3).

HºT

Enthalpy at temperature T, (kcal/gmol)

[H2O]i

Concentration of H2O at gas-solid interface. (mol/cm3)
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[H2S]eq

Equilibrium concentration of H2S. (mol/cm3)

Ig

Momentum transfer between solid phase and the gas phase.

k

Boltzman’s constant.

kgi

Mass transfer coefficient of component i in gas phase. (cm/s)

kri

Apparent first order reaction constant for component i.

L

Length (cm)

MA, MB

Molecular weight of A, B. (g/mol)

MAB

Mean molecular weight of A and B.

Mcarbon

Mass of carbon left in the particle at time, t. (g)

Mcarbon,total

Mass of carbon in the particle at time, t = 0. (g)

Mti

Thiele modulus for component i.

MWg

Molecular weight of Gas.

[Na2CO3]

Concentration of Na2CO3. (mol/cm3)

[Na2S]

Concentration of Na2S. (mol/cm3)

NSCI

Schmidt Number of species i in gas phase.

NSHI

Sherwood Number of species i in gas phase.

Nu

Solid phase Nusselt number.

P

Pressure (dynes/cm2)

Pg

Pressure (dynes/cm2)

Pi

Partial pressure of component i in gas phase. (dynes/cm2)

qg

Conductive heat flux in gas phase.

qs

Conductive heat flux in the solid phase.

Qt

Heat consumed until time, t. (J)

QTotal

Total heat required. (J)

R

Universal gas constant.

R0

Mass transferred between gas and solid phase.

rC,CO2

Rate of gasification of carbon by CO2 (mol/cm3s).

rC,H2O

Rate of gasification of carbon by water vapor (mol/cm3s).

Rci

Reaction rate due to chemical kinetics (mol/cm3s).

rCOS

Rate of generation of carbonyl sulfide. (mol/cm3s)

Re

Particle Reynolds number.

x

Rgn

Rate of production of nth chemical species in the fluid phase. (g/cm3 sec)

rH2S

Rate of generation of hydrogen sulfide. (mol/cm3s)

Ri

Total reaction rate (mol/cm3s).

Rmi

Rate of mass transfer to the particle (mol/cm2s).

rNa2CO3

Rate of consumption of Na2CO3. (mol/cm3s)

Rsn

Rate of production of nth chemical species in the solid phase. (g/cm3 sec)

rSO4

Rate of consumption of sodium sulfate by carbon (mol/cm3s).

Sg

Fluid phase stress tensor. (Pa)

[SO4]

Concentration of Sodium Sulfate (mol/cm3s).

[SO4]1

Ratio of Sodium Sulfate to total Sodium. (mol Na2SO4/mol Na2)

Ss

Solid phase stress tensor. (Pa)

t

Reduced temperature (T/1000) K

Tc

Critical temperature. K

Tg

Gas Temperature (K).

Ts

Temperature of the solid phase. (K)

Vavg

Average Velocity (cm/s)

Vc

Critical Volume (cm3)

Vg

Gas phase velocity vector.

Vp

Volume of particle. (cm3)

Vr

Terminal settling velocity in a multiparticle system.

Vs

Solid phase velocity vector.

Xgn

Mass fraction of nth chemical species in the fluid phase

Xs

Conversion sodium sulfide.

Xsn

Mass fraction of nth chemical species in the mth solid phase

cs

Fraction of black liquor solids remaining as char.

io

Fraction of black liquor solids remaining as inorganics.

vl

Fraction of black liquor solids volatilized.

Hfº

Standard Heat of Formation. (kcal/mol)

Hrxn

Heat of Reaction (cal/gmol)

g

Gas volume fraction.

xi

s

Volume fraction of mth solid phase.

g

Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K).

i

Effectiveness factor.



Kinematic viscosity. (cm2/s)

’g

Macroscopic density of the gas phase.

’s

Macroscopic density of the solid phase.

g

Material density of the gas phase.

s

Material density of the solid phase.

A

Characteristic length. Angstroms.



Residence time (s)
D

Collision integral.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction to Kraft Pulping Process
Kraft pulping process is one of the most widely used processes in the manufacture of
paper. Chemical recovery units are an integral part of this process. Not only do they
contribute to recycle and reuse of chemicals, they are also critical in optimizing energy
consumption. The energy generated from recovery boilers is very significant in quantity,
contributing nearly 40% of the total energy use in pulp industry [2].
The Kraft process has been in use for more than half a century, but research and
development continues to enhance the efficiency of chemical and energy recovery and make
the process environmentally safe.
Black liquor is the residue from chemical treatment of wood to extract fiber for
papermaking. It is a mixture of water, organic matter, and inorganic compounds. Black liquor
has emerged as an important fuel. It is reputed to be the sixth most important fuel in the world
and “is the largest single volume organic product manufactured by industry apart from
agricultural products” [2].
Chemicals and energy are obtained from the black liquor by combustion in a recovery
boiler where it undergoes thermal decomposition, and subsequent gasification. The main
objective of this recovery process is to recycle the chemicals used for pulping of wood fiber
and to generate steam and power from the residual matter. Black liquor droplets burn in four
contiguous stages; drying, devolatilization, char burning and smelt coalescence.
While the first stage is characterized by evaporation of water from the liquor droplets,
transforming it into particles, the second and subsequent stages involve multiple and
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simultaneous chemical reactions. Drying and devolatilization are characterized by an increase
in the size of the particle, while during the char burning stage the particle shrinks leaving only
the inorganic constituents in a molten form.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this research project are to study the chemical recovery processes in
Kraft pulping process with the use of numerical simulation and to test and develop models to
approximate both the fluid dynamics and reaction kinetics in a recovery reactor. These
objectives are realized by simulation of dilute flow reactors (as used by Wåg et al. [8]) to test
the kinetics. The software code, “Multiphase Flow with Interphase Exchanges” (henceforth
MFIX) is especially suited for such flow conditions.
Thus, the objectives may be summarized as,
 This research aims to be of significance in modeling complete, industrial scale

reactors, to benefit the design and operation of recovery boilers.
 Incorporating published rate equations, for the chemical reactions during black

liquor chemical recovery, into MFIX, to develop a complete model, which
involves both three-dimensional, multiphase hydrodynamics and reaction kinetics.
 Testing the models for the flow conditions published in literature.
 Combine elements from literature and produce an integrated model, unifying the

empirical and semi-empirical equations already published.
 Study the flow and reaction behaviors during chemical recovery along dimensions

of space and that of time, thus obtaining a reasonably complete description of the
many processes.

2

 Improving the model behavior and predictability through sensitivity analysis and

finding critical parameters affecting the progress.
Chapter 2 of this document provides an introduction to the literature regarding black
liquor chemical recovery and the various models found in literature. Chapter 3 details the
hydrodynamic model (MFIX), the model for kinetics and the conditions for which results are
reported in this thesis. The results are presented in Chapter 4, followed by a discussion and
the Appendices.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction to Black Liquor Chemical Recovery
The spent liquor from chemical treatment of wood, in the Kraft pulping process, is
known as black liquor. A schematic diagram of the Kraft process for paper manufacture is
presented in Figure 2-1. This by-product is subjected to chemical recovery and is also a major
source of energy. The liquor, which consists of water, organic matter and inorganic salts, is
dilute when fresh from the pulping process. Industrially, starting from “weak liquor”, the
steps involved in chemical recovery involve evaporating the “weak liquor” in multiple effect
evaporators to yield “strong” black liquor, which contains about 50-60% solids [31]. This
“strong black liquor is then sprayed into a furnace through nozzles, as shown in Figure 2-2.
Black liquor droplets go through distinct stages in the chemical recovery furnace. The
droplets undergo drying to eliminate remaining moisture. This stage is followed by an intense
burning process known as “devolatilization” where most organic matter is burnt away,
producing heat. This occurs in the oxidizing section of the furnace, as shown in Figure 2-2.
Subsequent to devolatilization, multiple-parallel reactions occur during a stage generally
referred to as “char burning” which yields chemicals that are eventually reused to treat wood
(reducing section in Figure 2-2.) Air is introduced into the furnace at various points to dry as
well as burn away the organic constituents in the black liquor solids. The smelt collected at
the bottom, consists of molted inorganic salts, which are further cleaned to recover the
chemicals used as pulping agents for wood fiber. While devolatilization is important with
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respect to energy generation, the char burning stage is relevant for chemical recovery from
black liquor solids.
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Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of the Kraft process of paper manufacture.
2.2 Stages During Black Liquor Chemical Recovery
Black liquor burns in a manner similar to other carbon based solid fuels. However,
black liquor char is several orders of magnitude more reactive than other coal chars due to the
presence of alkali salts. The burning of black liquor in recovery furnaces proceeds in four
stages, a) drying, b) devolatilization, c) char burning, d) smelt coalescence, as shown in
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Figure 2-3. Smelt coalescence is the final phase where the inorganic salts in the black liquor
char particle coalesce due to surface tension effects and the particle falls to the bottom of the
furnace, in a semi molten state. This stage is not discussed any further in this document.

Figure 2-2. Schematic diagram of a recovery furnace.
2.2.1 Drying
The drying stage occurs when the black liquor droplet enters the furnace [1]. The
moisture content drops from around 60% to near zero. There is no flame during this stage.
The time taken for the particle to begin burning is called “time to ignition”.
Drying may well continue into time of ignition, i.e., the particle may continue to dry
after it has started to burn. This process is completely controlled by heat transfer.
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Research by Frederick et al. [1] has shown that the droplet may swell by a factor of
around 1.5 during drying and this expansion is independent of furnace conditions,
temperature, and initial droplet mass. During drying, the particle expands and collapses in
rapid succession, expanding its surface area and mixing its contents [1]. This mixing also
determines the ability of the particle to absorb heat. An increase in the viscosity of the liquor
sprayed into the furnace reduces the swelling and hence the heat-flux to the core of the
particle. This leads to a rise in temperature of the surface, which inhibits further heat transfer
to the particle. When the black liquor droplets are nearly dry (90-95% solids), the surface
starts to burn while the core is still being dried.
A smaller initial viscosity (lower solids content in the droplets sprayed) has the reverse
effect. The effect of increasing viscosity (higher solids content in the sprayed liquor) is twofold, inhibiting heat transfer on one hand while decreasing the amount of moisture that needs
to be removed, on the other. A model for drying proposed by Frederick et al. [1] assumes that
drying is controlled by heat transfer only.
2.2.2 Devolatilization
The process of burning combustible volatiles or loss of combustible mass (upon
heating) is called devolatilization. Dried black liquor particles, consisting of organic
compounds and inorganic salts burn rapidly. Devolatilization is marked by the appearance of
a flame that quickly engulfs the particle. The black liquor particle also swells during this
stage, and the flame disappears when the particle reaches its maximum size. This time for
which the flame is visible is referred to as the “devolatilization” time [1].
The onset of devolatilization and end of drying are not distinctly separable. This has a
bearing on the trajectories of particles and the heat release in recovery boilers. Higher
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temperatures increase the overlap between drying and devolatilization. The organic materials
in black liquor degrade thermally (pyrolyze) and release volatiles like CO2, CO, H2O, H2,
light hydrocarbons, tars, H2S etc. The remaining solid materials include residual non-volatile
organic compounds and inorganic salts.
The interior temperature of the droplet rises rapidly during devolatilization. This is
illustrated in Figure 2-5, which represents the particle temperature estimation for 1.3mm black
liquor droplets with 60% solids burnt in air, at 800ºC. Frederick et al. [4] report a broad
distribution in the times of ignition for different liquors at the same furnace temperature and
conclude that this might be due to liquor specific pyrolysis occurring at the onset of
devolatilization. The time to ignition has an impact on the stability of operation; with the
liquors that take longer to ignite presenting a greater difficult in their burning.
The time of devolatilization is a function of initial droplet size and the amount of
oxygen present to burn up the organic matter. Figure 2-6 illustrates the time taken for
different stages of the chemical recovery and the variation with the temperature of the
furnace. The data are for black liquor droplets of 1.5mm diameter and initial solids content of
60% [29]. Some of the carbonaceous compounds are reduced to elemental carbon due to the
lack of oxygen to combust all of the organic compounds. This unconsumed elemental carbon
is important for the reduction of alkali sulfates during char burning stage.
Other important features of the process of devolatilization include the change in
particle size and the evolution of various species like sulfur compounds and alkali metals or
alkali salts. It is known that small bits of the black liquor particles escape as ejecta (1-30 m)
and they often contain molten salts of sodium and potassium, which combined with the
release of metallic sodium, can be troublesome in the operation of commercial reactors. Lack
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of data is cited as a major reason for the lack of reliable models to accurately predict such and
other emissions. Sodium is released during devolatilization by the vaporization of NaCl,
ejection of particles from the solids, and through reduction of Na2CO3 (at higher temperatures,
>800ºC.) The relative importance of these paths is dependent on the temperature of the gases
and the particle heating-rate. Larger particles result in greater losses of solids in the form of
ejecta [5]. Sulfur release starts with the decomposition of the organic materials in the black
liquor solids during devolatilization. The rate of sulfur release is dependent on the chemical
kinetics and the heating rate of the particles. Heat transfer is more significant at higher
temperatures (>700ºC) and thus is the controlling factor in most reactors [5]. The amount of
sulfur released depends on the heating rates of the particles. Experimental results from
pyrolysis of black liquor particles, indicate that the amounts were unaffected by temperature
between the range 400-1000ºC, at low heating rates (~1ºC/s) [5]. At higher heating rates
(~100ºC/s), the amount of sulfur released went through a maximum between 400 and 700ºC.
Even higher heating rates reduced this temperature for maximum sulfur release [5].
Substantial change in the size of particles is an important feature of black liquor
combustion. Frederick et al. [4] model the change in diameter as a function of the heat
consumed/formed during devolatilization. They propose an equation of the form indicated
below, where, the factor nv is reported to be 0.8 and the Qtotal refers to the total heat of
devolatilization.

d p,t  d p,initial
d pMAX  d p,initial

 Qt
 
 Q Total





0.8

(2.1)

Figure 2-4 presents a characteristic picture of the nature of changes in the size of a
black liquor particle (for a particle burnt in air at 800ºC.) It can be noted that the drying and
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devolatilization stages are characterized by the increase in the size of the particles and the end
of devolatilization is characterized by the maximum diameter reached by the particle.
Modeling devolatilization is a difficult task due to lack of sufficient and precise data,
and complex stoichiometry. Hence, the lack of rate equations for the different chemical
reactions imposes a limitation on the detail and complexity that can be achieved in
numerically modeling this stage. Existing models for devolatilization either aggregate the
processes into a general process [18] (also see Table 2-2), or involve simple mass and species
balance to calculate the distribution of species and heat of volatilization.
2.2.3 Char Burning
The remaining char, after devolatilization, mainly consist of Na2CO3, Na2SO4, carbon
and some Na2S. An important reaction occurring in the char is the reduction of Na2SO4 to
Na2S which is essential for the recycling of process chemicals. In addition to this reaction,
the carbon present is gasified by CO2, H2O, and O2 present in the gas phase [1]. Char burning
is less complex than devolatilization, but consists of parallel reactions. The particles shrink
during char burning, typically by a factor of six in diameter (see Figure 2-4) [1]. The time for
char burning is related to the diameter of the solid particle, as char burning is also controlled
by mass transfer, in addition to chemical reaction rates. The temperature of a particle may
rise well above the furnace temperature, when burnt in the presence of oxygen.
Figure 2-4 shows the change in diameter of a black liquor particle being burnt in air
[1]. Figure 2-5 presents the temperature changes in a particle during the entire process. It can
be noted that the maximum volume corresponds to the end of devolatilization and onset of
char burning and the temperatures reaches a maximum during char burning. Figure 2-6 shows
the times for onset of devolatilization (time of ignition), completion of devolatilization, and
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char burning time, as a function of furnace temperature. The effect of heat transfer in speeding
up these processes is evident from Figure 2-6. The list of possible reactions at the char
burning stage is presented in Table 2-1 [10].
Char burning involves both oxidation and gasification reactions. Black liquor char is
depleted of carbon rapidly due to the reduction of sodium sulfate to sodium sulfide and
gasification/combustion of carbon by CO2, H2O and O2. Black liquor char is reported to be
more reactive than other coal chars [4]. It is about an order of magnitude more reactive than
activated carbon with the same alkali content and is about three times more reactive than
activated carbon with no alkali content. Under conditions usually prevalent in reactors (high
temperatures), the char burning is predominantly a mass transfer controlled process.
Table 2-1. Complete List of Reactions in the Char Burning Stage.
1
C(s)  O 2 (g)  CO 2 (g)
2
C(s)  CO 2 (g)  2CO(g)
3
C(s)  H 2 O(g)  CO(g)  H 2 (g)
4
C (s)  Na 2 CO 3 (s, l)  2Na (g)  3CO (g)
5

C (s)  K 2 CO 3 (s, l)  2K (g)  3CO (g)

6
7
8

2C (s)  Na 2SO 4 (s, l)  Na 2S (s, l)  2CO 2 (g)
Na 2S(s, l)  2O 2 (g)  Na 2SO 4 (s, l)
Na 2S(s, l)  2CO 2 (g)  Na 2 CO 3 (s, l)  COS (g)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Na 2S(s, l)  CO 2 (g)  H 2 O(g)  Na 2 CO 3 (s, l)  H 2S (g)
NaCl(s, l)  NaCl(g)
KCl(s, l)  KCl(g)
CO(g)  1 2 O 2 (g)  CO 2 (g)
H 2 (s)  1 2 O 2 (g)  H 2 O(g)
2Na(g)  1 2 O 2 (g)  Na 2 O(g)
2K(g)  1 2 O 2 (g)  K 2 O(g)
Na 2 O(g)  CO 2 (g)  Na 2 CO 3 (s, l)
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K 2 O(g)  CO 2 (g)  K 2 CO 3 (s, l)

18
19

2Na 2 O(g)  2SO 2 (g)  O 2 (g)  2 Na 2SO 4 (s, l)
2K 2 O(g)  2SO 2 (g)  O 2 (g)  2K 2SO 4 (s, l)
11

At high temperatures (>1100ºC) the chemical reactions are rapid and occur mostly at
the surface of the particle [1]. Since the transition temperature (for the transition from
chemical reaction controlled regime to mass transfer controlled regime) for the carbon
consumption by oxygen or CO2 is higher than that for the sulfate-sulfide cycle (reduction of
Na2SO4 to Na2S by carbon and oxidation of Na2S by O2), the gasification/combustion of
carbon occurs throughout the particle. However, with higher temperatures (~1100 ºC),
internal diffusion becomes a limiting factor and more of the gasification/combustion of
carbon occurs at the surface [1].
As seen from Figure 2-4, the size of the particle decreases during char burning stage.
An empirical equation developed by Frederick et al. [1] relates the change in diameter to
carbon consumption, as shown below [29].

d 3p,t  d 3p,MAX
d 3p,MAX

 d 3p,smelt


M carbon
 1 

M carbon,Total







(2.2)

Some amount of sodium release also takes place during this stage. Sodium release
during char burning is relatively less significant compared to sodium release during
devolatilization. The primary method for sodium release is through the reduction of sodium
carbonate by elemental carbon and this reaction occurs at temperatures above 800ºC. Presence
of CO and CO2 inhibits the sodium vapor release at lower temperatures.
Release of sulfur primarily occurs due to the reaction of Na2S with CO2 and H2O,
forming H2S and COS. The rate of formation of these species is strongly affected by chemical
equilibrium. Formation of COS and H2S is higher at lower temperatures than at higher
temperatures.
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Figure 2-3. Stages in black liquor droplet burning.
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Figure 2-4. Diameter changes during burning of kraft liquor in air at 800ºC.
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Figure 2-5. Temperature changes during burning of kraft liquor in air at 800ºC.
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Figure 2-6. Effect of temperature on times for drying, devolatilization and char
burning.

2.2.4 Models for Black Liquor Char Burning
The main objective of burning the char particles is to convert alkali sulfates to sulfides
or carbonates, and convert the carbon to gaseous compounds like CO and CO 2. Since carbon
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is required for reduction of sulfate it is important that the carbon not be gasified too rapidly.
The simultaneous occurrence of reduction of sulfates and gasification of carbon make the
modeling of the char burning process more complicated than modeling the combustion of coal
chars [23].
Reduction of sulfate typically occurs at high temperatures (>800ºC) in a recovery
furnace. High temperature, the presence of inorganic salts in molten form, and their corrosive
nature, make the study of this reaction difficult. Research by Cameron et al. [23] showed that
the reduction of sulfates is accelerated by the presence of gases such as CO and CO2, which
increase the active sites on the surface of carbon in the char particles. They report that the rate
of reduction is first order with respect to carbon, and zero order with respect to sulfate at low
sulfate concentrations which changes to first order at high sulfate concentrations [23]. Wag et
al. [29] report that the rate equation for sulfate reduction proposed by Cameron et al. underpredicts sulfate reduction by an order of magnitude. They proposed an alternative rate
equation derived from experimental data for sulfate reduction in black liquor chars.
In addition to the reduction of sulfate to sulfide, carbon is converted to gases such as
CO and CO2 in a recovery furnace. Li et al. [11,24] report that the gasification of carbon by
CO2 and H2O is catalyzed by the alkali salts present in the char particle. This catalytic effect
is reported to be due to the formation of alkali oxide groups on the carbon surface. They also
report significantly higher reactivity of carbon in black liquor char relative to other
carbonaceous chars doped with alkali salts, due to the fine dispersion of alkali salts in black
liquor char.
Other reactions occurring during black liquor char burning include the oxidation of
alkali sulfides to form sulfur bearing gases like COS and H2S. Research by Li et al. [26]
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shows that these reactions are limited by the equilibrium concentrations of the product gas
species in the film surrounding the particle. The formation of COS was reported to be limited
by external mass transfer at low CO2 concentrations and high temperatures (>750ºC), at
higher concentrations of CO2 the formation of COS was a function of conversion of sulfide.
The rate of formation of H2S goes through a maximum at 650ºC and the rate increases with
increasing steam concentration for low values of conversion, while the reverse is true for
higher values of conversion.
Models for simulating the complete black liquor char burning process are fairly recent.
Kinetic models found in literature for black liquor char burning [7,29] involve rate equations
for reactions and usually simulate the reactions taking place in a single reactive particle. The
models by Frederick et al. [1,4,6,7] and Wag et al. [29] simulate the chemical reactions
occurring for a single black liquor char particle, assumed to be falling at its terminal settling
velocity in a gas stream of known composition. Such models are very useful in describing the
kinetic rate laws and studying the reactions in a char particle. They do not, however,
approximate the more complex equations that govern the transport phenomena in recovery
furnaces.
Models like PR-FURMO, developed by Verrill et al. [18] seek to model the complete
process, while those of Frederick et al. [8] seek to model parts of the process. The PRFURMO model deals with simulation of black liquor chemical recovery in an industrial
reactor setup. The list of chemical reactions dealt with, in this model is illustrated in Table 22. This model incorporates all the stages of black liquor chemical recovery. Performance
trends were predicted over a range of operating conditions and the authors report that the
results demonstrate the utility of the model for a better qualitative understanding of the reactor
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operation [18]. The model was able to provide results in both space and time dimensions,
showing variations of species concentrations and other variables.
Work done by Frederick et al. [1,4,6,7,29] also covers all the parts of the process and
compared favorably with experimental results. The model, however, consists of a number of
sub-models dealing with the various stages. Models dealing with the char burning stage are
often complicated due to the parallel reactions. Extensive work in identifying and modeling
the reactions in this phase were done by Frederick et al. [10] The model for char burning,
based on the work of Frederick et al. involves reactions shown in Table 2-1.
Kymäläinen et al. [7] reported results for gasification and pyrolysis of black liquor
char at 1000ºC using a Laminar Entrained Flow Reactor and compared them to the results
obtained from a model for char burning. The model included sulfate reduction equation
developed by Cameron and Grace [23], equations for CO/CO2 gasification of carbon and H2S
and COS formation equations developed by Li and Van Heiningen [26].
Comparison of this model with experimental results is presented in Figure 2-7. The
results indicated that the Cameron-Grace equation for sulfate reduction under-predicted the
sulfate reduction. When the Cameron-Grace equation for sulfate reduction was multiplied by
11.6, the results were in reasonable agreement for sulfate reduction with experimental data for
pyrolysis of black liquor char at 1000ºC. These results are illustrated in Figure 2-7. The
authors also reported that the equations proposed by Li and Van Heiningen [26] approximate
carbon conversion well, while alternative models for gasification by Whitty et al. and Wåg et
al. do not predict the gasification rates well. The model results for gasification did not match
the experimental results, as seen in Figure 2-7.
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Table 2-2. Reactions in the PR-FURMO Model.
1.Drying

H 2 O (l)  H 2 O (g)

2.Devolatilization

BLSolids(s)   vl Volatiles(g)   cs C (s)   io Inorganics(s)

3.Physical Ejection

BLSolids (particles)  BLSolids (ejecta)

4.Gasification by CO2
5.Gasification by H2O

C  CO 2  2CO
C  H 2 O  H 2  CO

6. Oxidation by O2

C  0.5 2  f c/o 2 O 2  f c/o 2 CO  1  f c/o 2 CO 2

7.Alkali-Sulfate
reduction.
8.Alkali-Carbonate
reduction by Carbon
9. Alkali-Sulfide
oxidation.
10.Alkali-chloride
Vaporization.
11.Alkali-Carbonate
reduction by smelt.









C  0.25 2  f c/s M 2 SO 4  0.25 2  f c/s M 2 S  1  f c/s CO 2  f c/s CO
C   2  f c/ca M 2 CO 3  2 2  f c/ca M (g)  3  2f c/ca CO 2  f c/ca CO

M 2 S  2O 2  M 2 SO 4

MCl (s)  MCl (g)
M 2 CO 3 

1
1
M 2 S  M 2 SO 4  2M (g)  CO 2
4
4

Note: M can be Na or K.
Wåg et al. [29] developed a model to describe sulfate reduction and carbon removal
during char burning. This model, built upon the work of Kymäläinen et al. [7], includes
gasification of carbon by water vapor and carbon dioxide, direct carbon oxidation by oxygen,
reaction between oxygen and combustibles like carbon monoxide in the boundary layer,
simultaneous sulfate reduction with carbon and sulfide re-oxidation with oxygen, and
volatilization of sodium, in one char particle assumed to be falling at terminal settling velocity
in a gas [29].
Comparison of model results with experimental data is presented in Figure 2-8 and the
authors claim better prediction of experimental sulfate reduction data. The models by Wåg et
al. [29] form the basis for the work presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Hence, a more detailed
explanation of the reactions and rate equations will be found in the following chapters. The
Wag model for sulfate reduction matches experimental results (see Figure 2-8) with
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reasonable accuracy. Wag et al. investigated the effect of temperature and droplet size on
sulfate reduction and the results predict an increase in the time required for 95% sulfate
reduction as the size increases. The results also show that the reduction time decreases with
increasing temperature (Figure 2-9.) The variation in char burnout times (the time required for
95% of the carbon to be consumed) was also reported for temperatures between 900-1100ºC.
These results indicate that char burnout time decreases with increasing concentration of CO2
or H2O for a given temperature. Char burnout time seems unaffected by O2 concentration for
a given temperature. These results are also illustrated in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-7. Comparison of model and experimental data by Kymäläinen et al.
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Figure 2-8. Comparison of model and experimental data by Wåg et al.
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
3.1 Kinetic Models for Black Liquor Chemical Recovery
While few models are reported in literature, not all of them are easily adaptable to the
MFIX software. Work by Wåg [29] contains models for devolatilization of black liquor solids
(obtained after the drying stage) and separate model for char burning. The model for
devolatilization does not contain rate equations for all the chemical reactions and hence
cannot be incorporated into MFIX. This forms a basic limitation in the use of MFIX for
modeling different stages in black liquor chemical recovery process.
Different models follow reaction schemes slightly different from each other. The
reaction schemes from the works of Wåg et al., [6], Kymäläinen et al., [7] and
Sricharoenchaikul et al., [8,9] are reported to match experimental results better than most
other models. The basic composition of black liquor char particles consists of sodium sulfate,
sodium carbonate, fixed carbon, with small quantities of sulfide, thiosulfate, sulfite of sodium
also being present [7,29]. A sample composition of the black liquor char is given in Table 3-1.
The gas fed to the Laminar Entrained Flow Reactor (LEFR) consists of N2, during pyrolysis,
and a mixture of N2, CO2, CO, H2 and H2O, during gasification. A sample composition of the
feed gas is presented in Table 3-2 [7].
The objective of this research is to develop an integrated model for simulating fluid
flow and reaction kinetics during black liquor char burning, in an industrial/experimental
setup. This objective is achieved by incorporating the rate equations for chemical reactions
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occurring during char burning into a generic multiphase computational fluid dynamics code
(MFIX).
Table 3-1. Sample Composition of Dried Black Liquor Char Particles.
Wt. %
Species
Fixed Carbon, C
26.7
Sodium, Na
23.4
Sulfur, S
5.4
Table 3-2. Sample Composition of Feed Gas.
Species
Mol. %
Pyrolysis
Nitrogen, N2
100
Gasification
Nitrogen
40
Carbon Dioxide
20
Carbon Monoxide
10
Hydrogen
10
Oxygen
0
Water Vapor
20

The model presented here is capable of solving microscopic mass, momentum and
energy transport equations derived from first principles. It is also capable of simulating actual
experimental or industrial reactor and give the variation of process variables with respect to
all three dimensions in space and with respect to time. The numerical model presented here is
capable of being extended to actual combustors in that it takes into account the following
additional details:
1. The effect of temperature and concentration gradients affected by the gas-solid flow
profiles.
2. Transport Phenomena in the entrance region of the reactor.
3. Multidimensional effects on the transport phenomena.
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4. All equations are based on first principles. No empirical relationships are used in the
formulation of the basic transport equations.
5. Transient effects that would be anticipated in an actual combustor.
6. Unlike earlier models, MFIX simulations did not use empirical equations for
predicting the temperature of solids, as our model is capable of solving heat transport
equations. The heats of reaction were estimated from data obtained from JANAF
Thermochemical Tables [33].
3.2 The Hydrodynamic Model (MFIX)
The theoretical foundations of the CFD code MFIX are based on a hydrodynamic
theory of multiphase flows. The gas-solid system is assumed to consist of a sufficient number
of particles so that discontinuities can be smoothed out and hence various properties can be
treated as being continuous.
The fluids and solids in two-phase flows are treated as two interpenetrating continua.
The constitutive relationships for such multiphase systems are derived by the use of Reynolds
Transport Theorem to principles of conservation of mass, momentum and energy to derive the
microscopic form of the conservation laws. The model uses an averaging approach to derive
equations that describe interpenetrating continua [32]. The point variables are averaged over a
region that is large compared with the particle spacing but much smaller than the flow
domain. This CFD code is capable of tracking gas and four different solid phases. Each solid
phase is characterized by an unique diameter and density.
The space occupied by one phase cannot be occupied by another at the same time.
This leads to the use of volume fractions of the phases in the formulation of all transport
relationships. Any reactor is divided into small finite volume cells, over which all the
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conservation equations are integrated. The equations are linearized and solved using linear
equation solving techniques. All of these tasks are built into the CFD code, MFIX. MFIX
code can be easily modified to incorporate chemical reactions, which form the components of
the source terms in the different balance equations. A more detailed account of the equations
used and discretization methods can be found in the Theory and Numerical Technique guides
for MFIX [32,34]. A description of the basic transport relationships that are incorporated into
MFIX are shown below:
Conservation of Mass
The continuity equations for gas and the solid phase are



N
( g  g )    ( g  g v g )  n g1 R gn
t

(3.1)

N

s


(s  s )    (s  s v s )   R sn
t
n 1

(3.2)

The first two terms on the left of Equations 3.1 and 3.2 account for the rate of accumulation of
mass and net rate of mass outflow through the averaging volume for the gas and solids phases,
respectively. The term on the right accounts for rate of generation of mass in the phases
though chemical reactions or interphase mass transfer. Though there can be a total of four
different solid phases, we only utilize one solids phase in our simulations.
Conservation of Momentum
The gas phase momentum balance is



 



( g  g v g )    ( g  g v g v g )  Pg    g   g  g g  Fgs (v s  v g )
t


- R os (  os v s   os v g )
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(3.3)

The first two terms on the right of Equations 3.3account for the surface forces expressed in
the form of the pressure gradient and gas phase stress tensor. Body forces are accounted for
only in terms of the weight of the gas. The last two terms on the right represent the
momentum transfer between gas and solid phases due to drag and mass transfer. Ros is the
mass transferred from the gas to the solid phase and the value of os is given by,
1 for R 0s " 0
 os  
0 for R 0s ! 0
and

(3.4)

 os  1   o
Gas-solid drag is calculated using a modified terminal settling velocity correlation.

3 s g 
4.8
 0.63 
Fgs 
Vrs / Re s
4Vrs 2 d p 

2

 
 v s  v g



(3.5)

where, Vrs is the terminal settling velocity correlation for the solid phase. An explicit formula
used for calculating Vrs is of the form

Vrs  0.5 A-0.06 Re s 

where,

0.06 Res 2  0.12 Res (2 B  A)  A 2 

(3.6)

A   g 4.14 and
1.28
if  g % 0.85
#0.8 g
B   2.65
if  g $ 0.85
# g
The Reynolds number of the solid phase is given by,

Re s 



d p v s  v g g

(3.7)

g

The gas phase shear stress is calculated by,
g

2

gt D g
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2
3

gt tr ( D g ) I

(3.8)

where,

gt

is the sum of molecular and turbulent viscosity. The molecular viscosity was

assumed constant for simulations of char burning. Equations governing the use and
calculation of the turbulent viscosity are found in the theory guide for MFIX [11].
The solid phase momentum balance is



 



(s  s v s )    (s s v s v s )    Ss  s s g - Fgs(v s  v g )
t


 R osl( os v s   os v g )

(3.9)

The terms on the right of Equations 3.9 account for the surface forces in the solid phase, body
force, gas-solid interphase drag, gas-solid and solid-solid momentum transfer due to mass
transfer, and solid-solid drag, respectively.

The momentum balance for the solids phase

ignores solids pressure and assumes that none of the gas phase pressure drop resides in the
solids phase momentum balance ([35]: Model B).
Kinetic theory was utilized to develop the stress tensor in the solid phase. The
resulting relationship contains a quantity called “granular temperature”, which is proportional
to the specific kinetic energy of the random fluctuating component of the particle velocity.
The conservation rule for the transport of granular energy in the solid phase is of the form
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3,
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(3.10)

where .s is the rate of granular energy dissipation due to inelastic collisions, and q.s is the
diffusive flux of granular energy, &gs accounts for the transfer of granular energy between the
gas and solid phases.
To simplify the numerical computation of Equation 3.10, it was assumed that the
accumulation terms on the left were negligible. This assumption results in the granular
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temperature being expressed in an algebraic equation instead of a partial differential equation
as given [11,12]
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The granular stress term in the momentum balance for the mth solid phase is
computed in the following manner [11].
p
s
v
s

#
Ss  
#

if  g % *g
if

(3.12)

 g $ *g

where *g is the void fraction when the solids are closely packed. Equations 3.13 and 3.14
apply when the void fraction is greater than *g. The stress tensor for the solid phase in
viscous flow conditions is given by
v
s

2vs tr ( D s ) I  2

v
s Ds

(3.13)

where

2vs  K 2s s -s
(3.14)
v
s

 K 3s s -s

Conservation of Energy
The energy balance for the gas phase is written in the convective form as follows:
n
 Tg 


 v g  Tg     q g   gs(Ts  Tg )   R i  rg, i
 g  g C Pg 
 t

i 1
 H wall (Twall  Tg )
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(3.15)

Terms on the right are the gas-phase conductive heat flux, gas-solids interphase heat
transfer, the rate of heat generation in the gas phase, and the heat loss to the wall tough
convection, respectively. In simulations of char burning, we assumed the reactor was
adiabatic (Hwall =0) and the effect of radiation was negligible. The gas-solid heat transfer
coefficient, gs, is determined from the heat transfer coefficient in the absence of mass transfer
(ºgs), and then corrected for interphase mass transfer by using the following equations
derived from film theory [11].

 ogs 

6k g  s Nu s
d p2

(3.16)

C Pg R os

 gs 
e

(C Pg R 0 s / ogs )

1

The Nusselt number for the individual particles constituting the solids phase is determined
using a correlation applicable for a porosity range of 0.35-1.0 and a Reynolds number up to
105 [14].
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The energy balance for the solid phase is similarly expressed in a convective form as:
n

 T 

s  sC Ps  s  v s  Ts     q s   gs(Ts  Tg )   R j rs, j
 t

j 1

(3.18)

where the rate of heat generation pertains to chemical reactions occurring in the solids
phase and a specified fraction of the heat generation for gas-solid reactions that involve
species in both phases.
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Species Balance Equations
The species conservation equation for the gas and solid phases are


 g  g X gn  .  g g X gn v g    D gn   X gn  R gn
t









(3.19)


 ss X sm      ss X sm v s   R sm
t
where X(gn/sm) is the mass fraction of the particular species and R(gn/sm) is the rate of formation
of the species-n/m. The rate of formation of species-n is calculated from the chemical
reactions rate equations. The above equations consider the accumulation, convection,
consumption or formation due to chemical reaction and the diffusive flux of species in the gas
phase
The above list of constitutive relationships illustrates the equations built into MFIX to
solve multiphase flow problems [32]. MFIX also lends itself to easy modification and many
of the sections dealing with different aspects of the problem can be modified. This is critical
in giving the modeler the ability to fine-tune things to any extent. The most important reason
for using a sophisticated software like MFIX, is the ability to generate results for most reactor
configurations, over a wide range of conditions and study the performance over all the
dimensions of space as well as that of time.
3.3 Chemical Reaction Rate Equations
The scheme of reactions incorporated was based on the work of Wåg et al. [29]. A set
of ten reactions was chosen to be incorporated into MFIX, as shown in Table 3-3. Reactions I
and VI in the table are considered to be a homogenous reactions occurring in the solid phase
(black liquor char particles) and are chemical reaction controlled.
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Reactions II, III, IV, V, IX, X in the table are gas-solid reactions and reactions VII and
VIII occur in the gas phase only. The rate equations for each of these reactions (Table 3-3) are
described below.
Table 3-3. List of Reactions Added to MFIX Routines.
Sulfate Reduction
I. Na2SO4 + 2C  Na2S + 2CO2
HR 298 K = 54.43 kcal/gmol
Gasification of Carbon
II. C+CO2  2CO
HR 298 K = 41.22 kcal/gmol
III. C+H2O  CO +H2
HR 298 K = 31.38 kcal/gmol
Sulfide Reoxidation
IV. Na2S + 2CO2  Na2CO3 + COS
HR 298 K = -27.73 kcal/gmol
V. Na2S + CO2 +H2O  Na2CO3 + H2S
HR 298 K = -35.8 kcal/gmol
Sodium Vapor Release
V. Na2CO3 + 2C  2Na + 3CO
HR 298 K = -79.25 kcal/gmol
Reactions Involving Oxygen
VII. CO + 0.5 O2  CO2
HR 298 K = -67.63 kcal/gmol
VIII. H2 + 0.5 O2  H2O
HR 298 K = -57.79 kcal/gmol
IX C + O2  CO2
HR 298 K = -94.05 kcal/gmol
X. Na2S + 2O2  Na2SO4
HR 298 K = -242.54 kcal/gmol
3.3.1 Sulfate Reduction
Two different rate expressions were found in the literature for sulfate reduction by
carbon (Reaction I in Table 3.3). Cameron and Grace [23] developed an expression for the
reduction of sulfate based on experiments conducted between 760-844ºC.

 [SO 4 ] 
[C]e(  E/RT)
rNa 2SO 4  1310
 0.22  [SO 4 ] 
where, rNa2SO4 = Rate of sulfate reduction (kmol/m3s)
[SO4] = concentration of sulfate. (kmol/m3)
[C] = Concentration of Carbon (kmol/m3)
E = Activation Energy =29,200 (cal/mol)
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(3.20)

Wåg et al. [29] reported that the above equation under-predicts sulfate reduction and
published an alternative equation developed from experimental data from combustion of
different black liquor chars at 900-1100ºC.

rNa 2SO 4  3790[SO 4 ]1 [C]e(  E/RT)
1.4

(3.21)

where, rNa2SO4 = Rate of sulfate reduction (mol/cm3s)
[SO4]1 = Ratio of Sodium Sulfate to total Sodium. (mol Na2SO4/mol Na2)
[C] = Concentration of Carbon (mol/cm3)
E = Activation Energy =18700 (cal/mol)
3.3.2 Gasification
Carbon is also consumed by CO2 and H2O, as shown by Reactions II and III in Table
3.3. The chemical kinetic rate (Rci) is given by Equations 3.22 and 3.23, which are
expressions for the amount of carbon consumed by H2O and CO2 respectively. These intrinsic
reaction kinetics were developed by Li et al. [5] from experimental data for char carbon
gasification in a Thermogravimetric Analyzer between 700-800ºC.

Li et al. report that

gasification of carbon by CO2 and H2O are first order with respect to carbon and a LangmuirHinshelwood type of kinetic dependence on the composition of gas phase species.


 (  E/RT)
PCO2
e
rC,CO2  63 3109 [C]
P
3.4P

CO 
 CO2
where, rC, CO2 = Rate of carbon consumption by CO2 (mol/cm3s)
Pi = Partial Pressure of component i in bulk gas phase. (Bar)
[C] = Concentration of Carbon (mol/cm3)
E = Activation Energy =15133.36 (cal/mol)
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(3.22)


 (  E/RT)
PH2O
e
rC,H2O  2.56 3109 [C]
P
1.42P

H2 
 H2O

(3.23)

rC, CO2 = Rate of carbon consumption by H2O (mol/cm3s)
Pi = Partial Pressure of component i in bulk gas phase. (Bar)
[C] = Concentration of Carbon (mol/cm3)
E = Activation Energy =12732.76 (cal/mol)
Based on the work of Wag et al.[29], the dominant resistances for these heterogeneous
reactions are the resistance due to external and internal mass transfer, and intrinsic chemical
reaction resistance. The overall rate of reaction is expressed with a Thiele modulus as follows:

1
1
1


R i R mi i R ci

(3.24)

The overall rate of reaction consists of two parts. They are, Rmi, the rate of mass
transfer of component i, and Rci, the kinetic rate of reaction of component i, with the i
(effectiveness factor) accounting for intra-particular diffusion. The rate limiting effect of
intra-particle diffusion (i) is given by

i 

tanh(Mti )
M ti

(3.25)

MTi is the Thiele modulus and is computed using Equations 3.26 and 3.27.

M ti 

dp

6kr,i /i 

(3.26)

R ci
VpCi 

(3.27)

k r,i 
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The term kr,i in equation 3.26 refers to the apparent first order rate constant calculated
from the equation for the kinetic rate, Rci, by equation 3.27.
The rate of mass transfer through the film, Rmi, is modeled as,

R mi  kgi A ext Ci Bulk - Ci Interface 

(3.28)

The mass transfer coefficient, kgi, was calculated using a correlation developed by D.J.
Gunn [14] as shown in equation 3.29. This correlation is valid for a porosity range of 0.35-1.0
and a Reynolds number up to 105. Further details can be found in Appendix A.
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(3.29)

3.3.3 Sulfide Reoxidation
According to Li et al. [5] the sulfide reoxidation reactions (Reactions IV and V in
Table 3.3) are governed by film mass transfer resistance only. Since they are assumed to be at
equilibrium, these reactions are limited by the equilibrium partial pressures of carbonyl
sulfide and hydrogen sulfide in the gas film surrounding the particle.
The formation of hydrogen sulfide and carbonyl sulfide are given by Equations 3.30
and 3.31. Here, Xs is the fraction of sodium sulfide that has reacted.

rCOS  k gcos

A ext
[COS]eq (1  X s )
Vparticle

where, rCOS = Rate of formation of carbonyl sulfide (mol/cm3s)
[COS]eq = Equilibrium concentration of carbonyl sulfide (mol/cm3)
Xs = Fraction of sodium sulfide that has reacted.
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(3.30)

rH 2S  k gH2S

A ext
[H2S]eq (1  X s )
Vparticle

(3.31)

where, rH2S = Rate of formation of hydrogen sulfide (mol/cm3s)
[H2S]eq = Equilibrium concentration of hydrogen sulfide (mol/cm3)
Xs = Fraction of sodium sulfide that has reacted.

(1  X s ) 

[Na 2S]t
[Na 2SO 4 ]  [Na 2S]initial

(3.32)

Calculation of quantities like, the mass transfer coefficients, kgCOS and kgH2S, and the
equilibrium concentrations of H2S and COS are illustrated in the Appendix B.
3.3.4 Sodium Vapor Release
Sodium vapor release reaction (Reaction VI in Table 1.1) is assumed to be controlled
by intrinsic chemical kinetics. Sodium release is significant only at higher temperatures
(~800ºC). Li et al. [5] suggested that this reaction is suppressed by the presence of CO and
CO2 in the gas phase. However, Wag et al. suggest that this effect was negligible at 1000ºC
for typical furnace conditions and suggested the following equation.

rNa 2CO3  2 3109 [Na 2CO3 ]e( 29335/T)

(3.33)

where, rNa2CO3 = Rate of consumption of Na2CO3 (mol/cm3s)
[Na2CO3] = Concentration of Na2CO3 (mol/cm3)
E = Activation Energy =14763.46 (cal/mol)
3.3.5 Reactions Involving Oxygen
Consumption of oxygen is assumed to be controlled by mass transfer only [6]. The
rate of mass transfer of oxygen is given by,

R mO2  kg O 2 A ext PO 2 /RT
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(3.34)

There are four different ways in which oxygen is consumed, as shown by Reactions
VII to X in Table 3-3. This process is modeled as follows,
 Each CO released from the particle reacts with 0.5 O2 to form CO2.
 Each H2 released from the particle reacts with 0.5 O2 to form H2O.
 The remaining O2 (if any) reacts with both Na2S and fixed carbon.
 A fraction “p” (equal to the mole fraction of carbon in the solid phase) of the
oxygen eventually reaching the particle surface reacts with carbon, while the
rest “(1-p)” reacts with Na2S.
Lack of kinetic data for these reactions occurring in parallel was cited as a reason for
the use of such a parameter [6].
3.4 Modification of MFIX Routines
MFIX routines are modified to incorporate these reaction equations and the associated
equations for the various quantities. Calculation of consumption and production of various
species, net mass transfer from solid to gas phase and so on, involve many conditional
requirements. The modified routines and a sample data file specifying the dimensions of the
reactor, initial and boundary conditions etc., are presented in Appendices C through E. The
equations and constants used to calculate specific heat capacities and heats of formation of
different species is illustrated in Appendix F.
3.4.1 Issues with Convergence of Simulations
The simulations of LEFR have exhibited some unique problems with respect to the use
of MFIX for such simulations. Firstly, the reactor does not have substantial amount of solids
flowing in it and a major part of the reactor does not have any solids flow at all. This presents
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some unique problem of modifying the routines to account for the absence of solids in any
finite-volume cell. Also, the narrow inlet through which solids enter places some restriction
on choosing grid sizes.
The reactor is empty (no solids) at the beginning, and the solids enter the reactor and
flow downwards, creating a moving interface between a region with solids and one with no
solids. This moving interface, along with strong gradients in species concentration and
temperatures at the inlet, contributes to very slow convergence. The solution to this, as with
many finite volume simulations, is to have very small grid sizes and small time steps. Even
with relatively few cells (a two-dimensional reactor instead of a three-dimensional reactor),
the time step needs to be around 10-5 to ensure convergence during the initial 2 seconds of
reactor operation (real time). Constraints of computing capacity and the need to achieve
results in a meaningful amount of time represent the nature of trade-off that are made in this
and other such simulations. The presence of at least eight species in the gas phase and four
species in the solid phase makes the convergence of simulations, a slow process.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Laminar Entrained Flow Reactor
A LEFR consists of a tube (as shown in Figure 4-1), 7 cm diameter 1m long [29]. The
solid particles (90-125 microns) are entrained in a primary gas stream consisting of N2 (0.15
L/min NTP) at a feed rate of 1.0g/min of solids. For experiments involving pyrolysis, a stream
of N2, co-current with the entering stream of particles is fed at the rate of 20 L/min (NTP),
while gasification is usually done with a stream consisting of 20% CO2, 20% H2O vapor, 10%
CO, 10%H2, 40% N2. The temperature of this second stream is usually between 900-1100 ºC
and is referred to as the furnace temperature. The solids are expected to flow in a narrow
stream.
An example of the specifications of the reactor, the initial and boundary conditions is
in Appendix E.
4.2 Results of Simulation
These simulations investigated two different operating conditions. During pyrolysis,
char is introduced into the reactor with nitrogen only. Although Reactions II, IV and VI take
place their effect is minimal and the dominant reaction is Reaction I which involves the
reduction of sodium sulfate by carbon. Since carbon is present in excess it is not the limiting
variable in determining sulfate reduction. Thus results from simulation of pyrolysis conditions
illustrate the effects of sulfate concentration and furnace temperature on sulfate reduction. The
sulfate reduction reaction is mildly endothermic and the heat of reaction does not induce
noticeable changes in the temperature.
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Primary Gas +
Solids Inlet
Secondary Gas Inlet

Region of Solids Flow

Outlet

(b) LEFR as used in simulations.

Temperatures: 900-1100ºC.
Pressures: 16 psi.
Primary Gas Flow: 0.15 L/min (N2 at 20ºC and 1atm)

Solids Feed Rate: 0.5 –1.0 g/min of particles.
Secondary Gas Flow: 20 L/min (20ºC and 1atm)

Figure 4-1. The laminar entrained flow reactor and experimental conditions.
CO2, H2O, H2, and CO are introduced, in addition to N2, in the gas stream during
gasification of black liquor char. All reactions except those involving oxygen occur during
this operating condition. The dominant reactions are Reactions I, II and III, which involve
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sulfate reduction by carbon, gasification of carbon by carbon dioxide and water vapor. Carbon
is no longer present in excess and is competitively consumed by sulfate, CO2 and H2O.
Hence, carbon becomes the limiting reactant during this stage. Reactions like the formation of
COS, H2S, and sodium vapor release (Reactions IV, V and VI) are very small relative to the
rate of consumption of carbon according to Reactions I, II and III. Therefore, results from
gasification illustrate the effect of competitive consumption of carbon on sulfate reduction.
Table 4-1. Conditions and Variables Studied.
Pyrolysis
Gasification
Temperatures 900-1100ºC
Temperatures 900-1100ºC
Results
Temperature Profiles of
Temperature Profiles of Solids.
Solids.
Flow Profiles
Flow Profiles
Variation with temperature
Variation with temperature

4.2.1 Pyrolysis
Results from pyrolysis of black liquor char, whose composition is listed in Table 3-1,
are illustrated below. The simulation was done for furnace temperatures (temperature of the
secondary gas feed) between 900-1100ºC. Simulation results confirm results published results
regarding the behavior of different schemes for sulfate reduction by carbon [7]. While
Cameron-Grace equation under-predicts the reduction of sulfate, it is reported in literature that
the equation matches experimental data when multiplied by a factor 11.6 [7]. Results from our
simulations support this observation.
Figures 4-2a, 4-2b and 4-2c illustrate the results from pyrolysis of black liquor char
over the temperature range 900-1100ºC. Cameron-Grace equation is employed for the sulfate
reduction reaction.
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Figure 4-2a. Sulfate flow during pyrolysis of black liquor char (C-G Eqn.).
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Figure 4-2b. Sulfide flow during pyrolysis of black liquor char (C-G Eqn.).
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Figure 4-2c. Carbon flow during pyrolysis of black liquor char
(C-G eqn. for sulfate reduction).

The two equations for sulfate reduction, Cameron-Grace and Wåg equations [6,7],
show different sensitivities to temperature. The Cameron-Grace equation [6] is relatively
more sensitive to temperature due to its higher activation energy.
Figures 4-3a through c show the results of pyrolysis of black liquor char between 900
and 1100ºC using Wåg rate equation for sulfate reduction reaction. It can be seen that the
Wåg equation for sulfate reduction matches experimental results better than the CameronGrace equation.
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Figure 4-3a. Sulfate flow during pyrolysis of black liquor char (Wåg Eqn.).
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Figure 4-3b. Sulfide flow during pyrolysis of black liquor char (Wåg Eqn.).
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Figure 4-3c. Carbon flow during pyrolysis of black liquor char
(Wåg Eqn. for sulfate reduction).

Results for pyrolysis using the modified Cameron-Grace equation (Figure 4-2a), show
wider variation in the rate of sulfate reduction in terms of temperature. With increasing
temperatures, the slope of the curves increase sharply. At 1100ºC the slop is so steep that the
sulfate is completely reduced to zero at a residence time of 1 s. The Wag equation, however,
does not show this rapid variation in the slope. The Langmuir-Hinshelwood type of
dependence on sulfate concentration in Cameron-Grace equation results in the order of sulfate
dependence varying between zero and one. The Wag equation, however, shows an order of
1.4 on sulfate concentration. Perhaps the dual effects of temperatures and reaction order are
both responsible for the differences in the sulfate reduction curves.
4.2.2 Gasification
Results from gasification of black liquor char, with the composition of solid and gas
feeds as shown in Table 3-1 and 3-2, are illustrated in Figures 4-4 and 4-5. The results are
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from simulations at 900-1100ºC with Cameron-Grace [7] and Wåg equations [6] being used
for sulfate reduction, respectively. As seen in the figures, sulfate reduction is less compared to
experimental data, while the gasification of carbon matched experimental results very well.
These modeling results also match the modeling results from literature [7].
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Figure 4-4a. Sulfate flow during gasification of black liquor char at 900-1100ºC
(C-G Eqn.).
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Figure 4-4b. Sulfide flow during gasification of black liquor char at 900-1100ºC
(C-G Eqn.).
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Figure 4-4c. Carbon flow during gasification of black liquor char at 900-1100ºC
(C-G Eqn. For Sulfate Reduction).
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Figure 4-5a. Sulfate flow during gasification of black liquor char at 900-1100ºC
(Wåg Eqn.).
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Figure 4-5b. Sulfide flow during gasification of black liquor char at 900-1100ºC
(Wåg Eqn.).
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Figure 4-5c. Carbon flow during gasification of black liquor char at 900-1100ºC
(Wåg Eqn. for sulfate reduction).
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4.2.3 Flow Profiles
The flow profiles at 900 and 1100ºC are presented below. As seen in solids volume
fraction profiles, solids flux profiles and the velocity profiles, (Figures 4-6, 4-7 and 4-8), the
solids tend to flow in a central region and there is little radial spreading. The solids velocity is
higher than the velocity of gas because of the downward flow. This feature, flow in a narrow
central region, and little variation in the velocity of solids permits the calculation of residence
time of solids very easily. Residence time of solids is calculated by the simple formula,

 L/Vavg

(4.1)

Temperature profiles are shown in Figures 4-9 and 4-10. Figure 4-9 illustrates radial
temperature gradients near the solids inlet and Figure 4-10 shows the rate at which the solids
temperature rises with height of the reactor. The rate of heating of the particles affects the
relative rates of sulfate reduction and carbon gasification.
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Figure 4-6 Solids volume fraction profiles.
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Figure 4-7. Gas and solids velocity profiles.
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Figure 4-8. Solids flux profiles.
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Figure 4-9. Radial temperature profiles.
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Figure 4-10. Axial temperature profiles.

4.3 Limitations
Agreement with published experimental results for pyrolysis of black liquor char
particles shows that the reaction kinetics incorporated into MFIX work well. It can be noted
that the two equations for sulfate reduction behave differently.
On some plots, it can be seen that the curves for the fraction of the species tends to
shoot above one, for small values of residence time. It is thought that the high heat fluxes and
strong concentration gradients near the inlet contribute to formation of these “spikes” in the
solution. It was observed that the simulations required very small grid sizes and small time
steps (~10-5 s) to ensure convergence to a sensible solution. The formation of large “spikes”
tends to produce meaningless results.
4.3.1 Changing Diameter of Particles
Black liquor solids undergo substantial expansion and reduction in the devolatilization
and char burning stages, respectively. The char burning stage involves shrinking particles due
to loss of mass from the solid phase to the gas phase. The diameter reduces by a factor of six
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[29]. MFIX cannot handle changing particle sizes, thus posing a limitation on the simulations.
The results show reasonable agreement in spite of this limitation. As an approximation, the
routines containing the code for chemical reactions also compute an “apparent” diameter,
which is used only for calculations of reaction rates, using the empirical equation for diameter
change from literature [29]. The results subsequent to this change are not presented here.
4.3.2 Heats of Reaction
Heats of reaction for the various reactions were not included due to constraints posed
by the time taken for each simulation trial and increased difficulty in obtaining convergence.
The results presented contain no generation/loss of heat due to chemical reactions. It is
reasonable to assume that heats of reaction would have an effect on the temperature profiles
and thus the rates of various reactions.
4.3.3 Limited Results
The results presented here show the chemical reactions with respect to one dimension,
time. The main aim of this research is to incorporate the models for chemical kinetics into
MFIX and compare the results from both other experimental data and other modeling data.
Published experimental data, show the species concentration or the extent of reaction with
respect to residence time only. Thus, further comparisons of results with respect to
dimensions in space cannot be made at this time. Upgrading the chemical kinetics to include
the heats of reaction, approximations for the changing sizes, and the incorporation of other
stages would yield us a comprehensive model, which might be used to study both the fluid
dynamics and reaction kinetics with respect to space and time dimensions.
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4.4 Extending the Model and Future Work
These simulations model the char burning stage of chemical recovery only. Integration
of a complete hydrodynamic model with the rate equations for chemical reactions represents
an important step in modeling black liquor chemical recovery. This model permits the
simulations of different reactor configurations and is easily extensible and scalable.
Models for other stages like devolatilization are to be found in literature [29].
However, these models are not dynamic and represent little more than mass balance and heat
of reaction calculations based on experimental evidence. Translation of these static
calculations into rate equations, to approximate a dynamic model, remains to be done.
The inability of MFIX to handle changing particle sizes remains a bottleneck for all
these models. Extending the model to cover all the stages of black liquor process is the goal
towards which future work needs to be directed.
The rate equations for chemical reactions are based on experimental evidence gathered
by different researchers and are a combination of empirical and semi-empirical equations to
explain various phenomena (e.g., calculation of change in diameter is explicit from the
reaction rate equations and is done with empirical equations). This provides the ground for
developing and testing integrated equations which incorporate all changes in terms of
chemical reaction rate equation and testing the efficacy of such equations.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
 Acomprehensive CFD model for solving mass, momentum and energy transport equations
during black liquor char burning has been developed here.
 The model was found to match experimental data very well.
 Pyrolysis of black liquor char in the presence of N2, gasification by CO2 and H2O and
combustion in the presence of O2 in addition to CO2 and H2O in a Laminar Entrained
Flow Reactor were simulated. Results from simulation of pyrolysis of black liquor char
matched experimental data for sulfate reduction at 1000ºC. These results also showed that
the rate expression from Wag et al. was better in predicting sulfate reduction than the
expression from Cameron and Grace.
 Simulation of gasification conditions under-predicted sulfate reduction, which was in line
with published modeling results. Results from simulation matched the experimental data
for carbon consumption at 1000ºC, indicating the validity of rate equations proposed by Li
et al., for carbon gasification.
 Heats of reaction were not incorporated into the model. It was observed that the
temperature of black liquor char particles was important in determining sulfate reduction.
 MFIX is not capable of handling changing particle sizes and hence the particle sizes
remained constant during these simulations.
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APPENDIX A
Diffusion and Mass Transfer Coefficients
The definition of Sherwood Number is (for any species i) [30],

k gi i

N SHi 

(A.1)

dp

Thus, the mass transfer coefficient, kgi, can be calculated from the above equation. Sherwood
number is calculated by the following equation in MFIX routines [32].
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(A.2)

Re is the Reynolds Number and NSci, the Schmidt Number is calculated by [30],

N SCi 


i

(A.3)

The diffusivity of component i in the gas is calculated from the Chapman-Enskog equation
[27],
3/2

0.001858Ts M 1/2
AB
i 
P 2AB D

(A.4)

where,
1
1

MA MB

M AB 

(A.5)

and

AB





A
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2

B



(A.6)

A,

the characteristic length, can be estimated from the critical properties of the component as

follows [30],
A

D, the

 0.8410VC1/ 3

(A.7)

collision integral is estimated by the use of Neufeldt’s correlation, [27]

D
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(A.8)

kTgas

(A.9)

The temperature Tº is given by,
To 

 AB

where,
 AB   A  B 

1/ 2

The Lennard-Jones potential, /k   

(A.10)

              

properties, as shown below [30].

   0.75TCi
 k i
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(A.11)

APPENDIX B
Equilibrium/Film Concentrations of Gas Species
The equilibrium concentrations of carbonyl sulfide and hydrogen sulfide are given by [29],

COSeq 

PCOS
RTgas

(A.12)

where,

PCOS  PCO2 e



 16.28 11078 

Tgas 


(A.13)

and,

H 2Seq  CO 2 i H 2 Oi e



 14.2 11351 

Tgas 


(A.14)

where,
[CO2]i and [H2O]i are evaluated at the interface by,
[CO2]i = PCO2i/RTgas

(A.15)

[H2O]i = PH2Oi/RTgas

(A.16)

and

The interface concentrations of various species can be found by, equating the mass
transfer rate and kinetic reaction rate, which would be equal, when assumed to be at steady
state. [29] Thus,
Pinterface,i 

A

k g,i Pbulk,i A ext
ext

k g,i  Vp i k r,i 
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(A.17)

APPENDIX C
RRATES.F
!vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvC
!
C
! Module name: RRATES(IER)
C
! Purpose: Calculate reaction rates for various reactions in cell ijk C
!
C
! Author:
Date:
C
! Reviewer:
Date:
C
!
C
! Revision Number:
C
! Purpose:
C
! Author:
Date: dd-mmm-yy C
! Reviewer:
Date: dd-mmm-yy C
!
C
! Literature/Document References:
C
!
C
! Variables referenced: MMAX, IJK, T_g, T_s1, D_p, X_g, X_s, EP_g,
C
!
P_g, HOR_g, HOR_s
C
!
C
!
C
! Variables modified: M, N, R_gp, R_sp, RoX_gc, RoX_sc, SUM_R_g,
C
!
SUM_R_s
C
!
C
! Local variables:partial pressures and concentrations
C
!
C
!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^C
!
!
SUBROUTINE RRATES(IER)
!...Translated by Pacific-Sierra Research VAST-90 2.06G5 12:17:31 12/09/98
!...Switches: -xf
!----------------------------------------------!
M o d u l e s
!----------------------------------------------USE param
USE param1
USE parallel
USE fldvar
USE rxns
USE energy
USE geometry
USE run
USE indices
USE physprop
USE constant
USE funits
IMPLICIT NONE
!----------------------------------------------!
G l o b a l
P a r a m e t e r s
!----------------------------------------------!----------------------------------------------!
D u m m y
A r g u m e n t s
!----------------------------------------------!
!
Error index
INTEGER
IER
!
!
Local phase and species indices
INTEGER
L, LM, M, N
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!
INTEGER

cell index
IJK

DOUBLE PRECISION R_tmp(0:MMAX, 0:MMAX)
!RXNA=NA2SO4 REDUCTION
!RXNB=C CONSUMPTION BY CO2 RXNB1(MASS TRANSFER),RXNB2(KINETICS)
!RXNC=C CONSUMPTION BY H2O RXNC1(MASS TRANSFER),RXNC2(KINETICS)
!RXND=COS FORMATION (PCO2I AND PH2OI IN PASCALS ALL THE REST IN ATM)
!RXNE=H2S FORMATION
!RXNF=O2 CONSUMPTION BY CARBON RXNF1(MASS TRANSFER),RXNF2(KINETICS)
!RXNG=O2 CONSUMPTION BY SODIUM SULFATE RXNF1(MASS TRANSFER),
!RXNO2 TOTAL OXYGEN CONSUMED BY ALL O2 REACTIONS
!RXNH=SOD.CARBONATE-CARBON REACTION NA RELEASE
!TF TEMP OF FILM, AVG OF GAS AND SOLID TEMP,
!KC_CO2,KC_H2O FIRST ORDER RATE CONST FOR THIELE MODULUS
!ETA_ EFFICIENCY FACTOR
DOUBLE PRECISION RXNA,RXNB,RXNB1,RXNB2,RXNC,RXNC1,RXNC2,&
RXND,RXNE,PBAR,PBAR_MW,PH2O,PCOS,PN2,PH2S,PCO,PCO2,&
PO2,PH2,PH2OI,PCO2I,TF,TS1,TG1,CNA2SO4,CNA2SI,CNA2S,&
CFC,CCOS_EQ,CH2S_EQ,KC_CO2,KC_H2O,ETA_CO2,ETA_H2O,&
EPS1,TS1,PNAV,RXNF,RXNF1,RXNF2,RXNG,RXNO2,&
RXNFF,RXNGG,RXNH,PF,TEMPSS,KC_O2,ETA_O2,TEMPO2,C_O2,&
C_CO,C_H2
INCLUDE 'function.inc'
INCLUDE 'ep_s1.inc'
INCLUDE 'ep_s2.inc'
R_tmp = UNDEFINED
!
! --- Remember to include all the local variables here for parallel
! ---- processing
!$omp parallel do private(ijk, R_temp, L, LM, M, N, &
!$omp& RXNA,RXNB,RXNC,RXND,RXNE,RXNF,RXNG,RXNH,RXNB1,RXNB2,RXNC1,&
!$omp& RXNC2,RXNF1,RXNF2,RXNO2,RXNFF,RXNGG,TEMPSS,PF,&
!$omp& PBAR,PBAR_MW,PH2O,PCOS,PH2S,PCO2,PO2,PH2,PN2,&
!$omp& PH2OI,PCO2I,TF,TS1,TG1,CNA2SO4,CFC,CNA2S,CCOS_EQ,CH2S_EQ,&
!$omp& ETA_CO2,ETA_H2O,PNAV,KC_CO2,KC_H2O,TS1,PCO,EPS1,&
!$omp& KC_O2,ETA_O2,TEMPO2,C_O2,C_CO,C_H2)
DO IJK = 1, IJKMAX2
IF (FLUID_AT(IJK)) THEN

TG1 = T_g(IJK)
TS1 = T_s(IJK,1)
IF(T_g(IJK).GT.(C(22)+300.0))TG1=C(22)+300.0
IF(T_s(IJK,1).GT.(C(22)+300.0))TS1=C(22)+300.0
!
!
!

COMPONENTS IN GAS AND SOLIDS PHASE
N2 / O2 / CO / CO2 / H2 / H2O / H2S / COS / Na
NA2SO4 / NA2S / C / NA2CO3 / DUMMY
EPS1=1.0-EP_g(IJK)
PBAR=P_g(IJK)/1000000.0
PBAR_MW = PBAR*MW_MIX_g(IJK)
PN2=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,1)/MW_g(1) !BAR
PO2=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,2)/MW_g(2)
PCO=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,3)/MW_g(3)
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PCO2=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,4)/MW_g(4)
PH2=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,5)/MW_g(5)
PH2O=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,6)/MW_g(6)
PH2S=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,7)/MW_g(7)
PCOS=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,8)/MW_g(8)
PNAV=PBAR_MW*X_g(IJK,9)/MW_g(9)
CNA2SO4=(X_s(IJK,1,1)*RO_s(1)*1000.0/142.0) !KMOL/M3
CNA2S=X_s(IJK,1,2)*RO_s(1)/78.0 !GMOL/CM3
CFC=(X_s(IJK,1,3)*RO_s(1)*1000.0/12.0) !KMOL/M3
! User input is required in sections 1 through 4.
!
!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
!
! 1. Write the rates of various reactions:
!
Write the reaction rates for each of the reactions as RXNxF and RXNxB (both
!
quantities >= 0), where x identifies the reaction, F stands for forward
!
rate, and B stands for the backward rate. The rates can be in
!
g-mole/(cm^3.s) or g/(cm^3.s). For the sake of clarity, give the reaction
!
scheme and the units in a comment statement above the rate expression.
!
The volume (cm^3) is that of the computational cell. Therefore, for
!
example, the rate term of a gas phase reaction will have a multiplicative
!
factor of epsilon. Note that X_g and X_s are mass fractions
!****************SO4 REDUCTION
TEMPSS=(X_s(IJK,1,1)*RO_s(1)/142.)+(X_s(IJK,1,2)*RO_s(1)/78.)+&
(X_s(IJK,1,4)*RO_s(1)/106.)
IF(TEMPSS.LE.ZERO)TEMPSS=ONE
TEMPSS=((X_s(IJK,1,1)*RO_s(1)/142.)/TEMPSS)**1.4
RXNA=142.0*EPS1*3790.0*(X_s(IJK,1,3)*RO_s(1)/12.)*&
TEMPSS*exp(-9420.0/TS1)
!g na2so4 CONSUMED / cm3.S
!12*C-G *factor to give so4 consumed, rather than C
!
!

RXNA = 0.852*EPS1*2620.0*(CNA2SO4/(0.22+CNA2SO4))*&
CFC*EXP(-29200.0/(1.987*TS1)) !g na2SO4 consumed

!**********************C+CO2
IF(PCO2.GT.PO2)THEN
RXNB2=63.0E9*(X_s(IJK,1,3)*RO_s(1)*PI*(D_p(1)**3)/2.)*&
PCO2*EXP(-30700.0/TG1)/(PCO2+(3.4*PCO))
!gMOL OF C/particle.s
!APPARENT 1ST ORDER RATE CONST
KC_CO2=RXNB2/(PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1)*D_p(1)/6.0)/&
(PCO2/82.06/TG1)
IF(KC_CO2.GT.ZERO)THEN
ETA_CO2 = TANH(D_p(1)*SQRT(KC_CO2/DIF_G(IJK,4))/6.0)/&
(D_p(1)*SQRT(KC_CO2/DIF_G(IJK,4))/6.0)
ELSE
ETA_CO2=ZERO
ENDIF
PCO2I = KGX(IJK,4)*PCO2*PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1)/&
(KGX(IJK,4)*PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1)+&
ETA_CO2*KC_CO2*PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1)*D_p(1)/6.0) !BAR
!MASS TRANSFER PART
!AEXT/VCELL=6*EP_s/Dp
!VPARTICLES/VCELL=EP_s
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!mass particles /Vcell=ep_s*RO_s
!NO.OF. PARTICLES/VCELL=EP_S/(PI*Dp^3/6)
IF(ABS(PCO2-PCO2I).LT.1.0E-3)PCO2I=ZERO
IF(RXNB2.GT.ZERO)THEN
RXNB1 = (PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1))*KGX(IJK,4)*&
(PCO2-PCO2I)/(82.06*TG1)
!GMOL OF C/particle. S
!TOTAL REACTION
RXNB = PI*EPS1*72.*ETA_CO2*RXNB1*RXNB2/&
((ETA_CO2*RXNB2+RXNB1)*PI*D_p(1)**3)
!G OF C/CM3.S
ELSE
RXNB1=ZERO
RXNB2=ZERO
RXNB=ZERO
ENDIF
ELSE
RXNB1=ZERO
RXNB2=ZERO
RXNB=ZERO
ENDIF
!*******************C+H2O
IF(PH2O.GT.PO2)THEN
RXNC2=2.56E9*(X_s(IJK,1,3)*RO_s(1)*PI*(D_p(1)**3)/2.)*&
PH2O*EXP(-25300.0/TG1)/(PH2O+(1.4*PH2))
!GMOL OF C/particle.S
!FIRST ORDER RATE CONST
KC_H2O=RXNC2/(PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1)*D_p(1)/6.0)/&
(PH2O/82.06/TG1)
IF(KC_H2O.GT.ZERO)THEN
ETA_H2O = TANH(D_p(1)*SQRT(KC_H2O/DIF_G(IJK,6))/6.0)/&
(D_p(1)*SQRT(KC_H2O/DIF_G(IJK,6))/6.0)
ELSE
ETA_H2O=ZERO
ENDIF
PH2OI = KGX(IJK,6)*PH2O*PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1)/&
(KGX(IJK,6)*PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1)+&
ETA_H2O*KC_H2O*PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1)*D_p(1)/6.0) !BAR
IF(ABS(PH2O-PH2OI).LT.1.0E-3)PH2OI=ZERO
IF(RXNC2.GT.ZERO)THEN
RXNC1 = (PI*D_p(1)*D_p(1))*KGX(IJK,6)*&
(PH2O-PH2OI)/(82.06*TG1)
!GMOL OF C/particle.S
RXNC = PI*EPS1*72.*ETA_H2O*RXNC1*RXNC2/&
((ETA_H2O*RXNC2+RXNC1)*PI*D_p(1)**3)
ELSE
RXNC1=ZERO
RXNC2=ZERO
RXNC=ZERO
ENDIF
ELSE
RXNC1=ZERO
RXNC2=ZERO
RXNC=ZERO
ENDIF
!****************COS AND H2S FORMATION
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!G OF C /CM3.S

IF(TG1.LT.1173.0)THEN
CCOS_EQ=EXP(-16.0739+(12306.9/TG1))*&
(PCO2/82.06/TG1)**2.0
ELSE
CCOS_EQ=EXP(-12.63778+(8514.329/TG1))*&
(PCO2/82.06/TG1)**2.0
ENDIF
!GMOL/CM3
RXND = 60.0*KGX(IJK,8)*(6.0/D_p(1))*CCOS_EQ*EPS1
!G COS /CM3.SOLIDS.S
IF((PCO2/PBAR).GT.0.2)RXND=RXND*CNA2S/C(23)
IF(PH2OI.GT.ZERO.AND.PCO2I.GT.ZERO)THEN
CH2S_EQ = EXP(-12.91285+(12585.43/TG1))*PCO2I*PH2OI/&
(TG1*82.06)/(TG1*82.06)
!GMOL/CM3
ELSE
CH2S_EQ = EXP(-12.91285+(12585.43/TG1))*PCO2*PH2O/&
(TG1*82.06)/(TG1*82.06)
!GMOL/CM3
ENDIF
RXNE = 34.0*KGX(IJK,7)*(6.0/D_p(1))*CH2S_EQ*EPS1*CNA2S/C(23)
!G H2S /CM3.SOLIDS.S
IF(((RXND/60.)+(RXNE/34.)).GT.(X_s(IJK,1,2)*RO_s(1)/78.))THEN
RXND=60.*(X_s(IJK,1,2)*RO_s(1)/78.)*(RXND/60.)/((RXND/60.)+(RXNE/34.))
RXNE=34.*((X_s(IJK,1,2)*RO_s(1)/78.)-(RXND/60.))
ENDIF
!************NA2CO3 REACTION gives grams of
IF((X_s(IJK,1,3).GT.ZERO).AND.(X_s(IJK,1,4).GT.ZERO)&
.AND.(TS1.GT.1073.0))THEN
RXNH=2.0E9*(X_s(IJK,1,4)*RO_s(1)/106.)*EXP(-29335.0/TS1)
IF(RXNH.GT.(X_s(IJK,1,3)*RO_s(1)/6.))THEN
RXNH=(X_s(IJK,1,3)*RO_s(1)/6.)
ENDIF
RXNH=RXNH*EPS1*106.
ELSE
RXNH=ZERO
ENDIF
!******OXYGEN REACTION**********
!C+O2
!na2s+o2
IF((PO2/PBAR).GT.1.0E-5)THEN
C_O2=X_g(IJK,2)*RO_g(IJK)
C_CO=X_g(IJK,3)*RO_g(IJK)
C_H2=X_g(IJK,5)*RO_g(IJK)
!**************************************************
RXNFF=EP_g(IJK)*C_CO/2.0
RXNGG=EP_g(IJK)*C_H2/2.0
IF((RXNFF+RXNGG).GT.(C_O2*EP_g(IJK)))THEN
TEMPO2=RXNFF+RXNGG
RXNFF=(RXNFF/TEMPO2)*C_O2*EP_g(IJK)
RXNGG=(C_O2*EP_g(IJK))-RXNFF
RXNFF=RXNFF*32.
RXNGG=RXNGG*32.
RXNF=ZERO
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RXNG=ZERO
ELSE
PF=X_s(IJK,1,3)/12./((X_s(IJK,1,1)/142.)+&
(X_s(IJK,1,2)/78.)+(X_s(IJK,1,3)/12.)+&
(X_s(IJK,1,4)/106.))
IF(PF.LT.ZERO)PF=ZERO
IF(PF.GT.ONE)PF=ONE
TEMPO2=(C_O2*EP_g(IJK)-(RXNFF-RXNGG))/EP_g(IJK)
RXNF1 = (EPS1*6.0/D_p(1))*KGX(IJK,2)*TEMPO2
RXNF=RXNF1*PF
RXNG=RXNF1-RXNF

!GMOL OF O2/CM3.S

!GMOL OF O2/CM3.S
!GMOL OF O2/CM3.S

IF((X_s(IJK,1,2)*RO_s(1)/78.0).LT.(RXNG/2.0))THEN
RXNG=2.*X_s(IJK,1,2)*RO_s(1)/78.
!GMOL OF O2/CM3.S
ENDIF
IF((X_s(IJK,1,3)*RO_s(1)/12.0).LT.RXNF)THEN
RXNG=X_s(IJK,1,3)*RO_s(1)/12.
!GMOL OF O2/CM3.S
ENDIF
RXNF=RXNF*32.
!G/CM3.S
RXNG=RXNG*32.
!G/CM3.S
ENDIF
ENDIF

!2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222
!
! 2. Write the formation and consumption rates of various species:
!
Obtain the rates of formation and consumption of various species
!
in g/(cm^3.s) from the rate expressions RXNxF and RXNxB obtained in the
!
previous section. Pay attention to the units of RXNxF and RXNxB.
!
the formation rates for gas species n are added to get R_gp (IJK, n).
!
All the consumption rates are added and then divided by X_g(IJK, n) to
!
get RoX_gc(IJK, n). If X_g(IJK, n) is zero and species n is likely
!
to be consumed in a reaction then it is recommended that RoX_gc (IJK, n)
!
be initialized to the derivative of the consumption rate with respect to
!
X_g at X_g=0.
!
If the slope is not known analytically a small value such as 1.0e-9 may
!
instead be used. A similar procedure is used for all the species in the
!
solids phases also.
! COMPONENTS IN GAS AND SOLIDS PHASE
! N2 / O2 / CO / CO2 / H2 / H2O / H2S / COS / Na
! NA2SO4 / NA2S / C / NA2CO3
!
! GAS SPECIES
!N2
R_gp(IJK,1) = ZERO
!O2
R_gp(IJK,2) = ZERO
IF(X_g(IJK,2).GT.1.0E-9)THEN
RoX_gc(IJK,2) = (RXNF+RXNG+RXNFF+RXNGG)/X_g(IJK,2)
ELSE
RoX_gc(IJK,2) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!CO
R_gp(IJK,3) = ((56.0*RXNB+28.0*RXNC)/12.0)+(84.*RXNH/106.)
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IF(X_g(IJK,3).GT.1.0E-9)THEN
RoX_gc(IJK,3) = (RXNFF*28./16.)/X_g(IJK,3)
ELSE
RoX_gc(IJK,3) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!CO2
R_gp(IJK,4) = (RXNA*88.0/142.0)+(RXNF*44./32.)+(RXNFF*44./16.)
IF(X_g(IJK,4).GT.1.0E-9)THEN
RoX_gc(IJK,4) = ((RXNB*44.0/12.0)+(RXND*88.0/60.0)+&
(RXNE*44.0/34.0))/X_g(IJK,4)
ELSE
RoX_gc(IJK,4) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!H2
R_gp(IJK,5) = RXNC*2.0/12.0
!GRAMS / CELL
IF(X_g(IJK,5).GT.1.0E-7)THEN
RoX_gc(IJK,5) = (RXNGG*2./16.)/X_g(IJK,5)
ELSE
RoX_gc(IJK,5) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!H2O
R_gp(IJK,6) = RXNGG*18./16. !GRAMS/CELL
IF(X_g(IJK,6).GT.0.0)THEN
RoX_gc(IJK,6) = ((RXNC*18.0/12.0)+(RXNE*18.0/34.0))/X_g(IJK,6)
ELSE
RoX_gc(IJK,6) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!H2S
R_gp(IJK,7) = RXNE

!GRAMS / CELL

!COS
R_gp(IJK,8) = RXND

!GRAMS / CELL

R_gp(IJK,9) = RXNH*46./106.

!GRAMS / CELL

!Na

!

SOLIDS SPECIES

!Na2SO4
R_sp(IJK,1,1) = (RXNG*142./64.) !GRAMS /CELL
IF(X_s(IJK,1,1).GT.1.0E-9)THEN
RoX_sc(IJK,1,1) = RXNA/X_s(IJK,1,1)
ELSE
RoX_sc(IJK,1,1) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!NA2S
R_sp(IJK,1,2) = RXNA*78.0/142.0
IF(X_s(IJK,1,2).GT.1.0E-7)THEN
RoX_sc(IJK,1,2) = ((RXND*78.0/60.0)+(RXNE*78.0/34.0)+&
(RXNG*78./64.))/X_s(IJK,1,2)
ELSE
RoX_sc(IJK,1,2) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!C
R_sp(IJK,1,3) = 0.0
IF(X_s(IJK,1,3).GT.1.0E-9)THEN
RoX_sc(IJK,1,3) = ((RXNA*24./142.)+(RXNB+RXNC)+&
(RXNF*12./32.)+(RXNH*24./106.))/X_s(IJK,1,3)
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ELSE
RoX_sc(IJK,1,3) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!Na2CO3
R_sp(IJK,1,4) = (RXND*106.0/60.0)+(RXNE*106.0/34.0)
IF(X_s(IJK,1,4).GT.1.0E-9)THEN
RoX_sc(IJK,1,4) = RXNH/X_s(IJK,1,4)
ELSE
RoX_sc(IJK,1,4) = 1.0E-9
ENDIF
!JUNK
R_sp(IJK,1,5)=ZERO
!3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
!
! 3. Determine the g/(cm^3.s) transferred from one phase to the other.
!
R_tmp(To phase #, From phase #)
!
e.g. R_tmp(0,1) - mass generation of gas phase from solids-1,
!
R_tmp(0,2) - mass generation of gas phase from solids-2,
!
R_tmp(1,0) - mass generation of solid-1 from gas = -R_tmp(0,1)
!
R_tmp(1,2) - mass generation of solid-1 from solids-2.
!
Note, for example, that if gas is generated from solids-1 then
!
R_tmp(0,1) > 0.
!
The R-phase matrix is skew-symmetric and diagonal elements are not needed.
!
Only one of the two skew-symmetric elements -- e.g., R_tmp(0,1) or
!
R_tmp(1,0) -- needs to be specified.
!
!
R_temp(1,0,1) = (RXNA*88.0/142.0)+(RXNB+RXNC)-&
(RXND*28.0/60.0)-(RXNE*28.0/34.0)+&
(RXNF*12./32.)-(RXNG)+&
(RXNH*130./106.)
!4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
!
! 4. Determine the heat of reactions in cal/(cm^3.s) at the
!
temperature T_g or T_s1. Note that for exothermic reactions
!
HOR_g (or HOR_s) will be negative. The assignment of heat of reaction
!
is user defined as it depends upon the microphysics near the interface,
!
which is averaged out in the multiphase flow equations. For example,
!
heat of Reaction for the C + O2 reaction is split into parts;
!
CO formation is assigned to the solid phase and CO2 formation from CO to
!
the gas phase.
! HOR_g(IJK) is the heat going to the gas phase. this is the combined heat
generated
!from all the reactions and hence is a function of all reaction rates.
!similarly HOR_s(IJK,n)
!here let 50% of the heat go to the solid and the remaining to gas

!

HOR_G(IJK)=0.5*&
(RXNA*((HFS*78./142.)+(HFCO2*44./142.)-HFSO4-(HFFC*24./142.))+&
RXNB*((HFCO*56./12.)-HFFC-(HFCO2*44./12.))+&
RXNC*((HFCO*28./12.)+(HFH2*2./12.)-HFFC-(HFH2O*18./12.))+&
RXND*((HFCO3*106./60.)+HFCOS-(HFS*78./60.)-(HFCO2*44./60.))+&
RXNE*((HFCO3*106./34.)+HFH2S-(HFS*78./34.)-(HFCO2*44./34.)&
-(HFH2O*18./34.))+&
RXNF*((HFCO2*44./32.)-(HFFC*12./32.)-HFO2)+&
RXNG*((HFSO4*142./64.)-(HFS*78./64.)-HFO2)+&
RXNFF*((HFCO2*44./16.)-(HFCO*28./16.)-HFO2)+&
RXNGG*((HFH2O*18./16.)-(HFH2*2./16.)-HFCO2))
RXNH*((HFNA*46./106.)+(HFCO*84./106.)-HFCO3-(HFC*24./106.)))
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HOR_s(IJK,1) =HOR_G(IJK)
IF (SPECIES_EQ(0)) THEN
SUM_R_G(IJK) = ZERO
IF (NMAX(0) > 0) THEN
DO N=1,NMAX(0)
SUM_R_G(IJK) = SUM_R_G(IJK) + R_GP(IJK,N)-&
(ROX_GC(IJK,N)*X_G(IJK,N))
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
!
DO M = 1, MMAX
IF (SPECIES_EQ(M)) THEN
SUM_R_S(IJK,M) = ZERO
IF (NMAX(M) > 0) THEN
DO N=1,NMAX(M)
SUM_R_S(IJK,M) = SUM_R_S(IJK,M) + R_SP(IJK,M,N)&
-ROX_SC(IJK,M,N)*X_S(IJK,M,N)
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
END DO
DO L = 0, MMAX
DO M = L + 1, MMAX
LM = L + 1 + (M - 1)*M/2
IF (R_TEMP(1,L,M) /= UNDEFINED) THEN
R_PHASE(IJK,LM) = R_TEMP(1,L,M)
ELSE IF (R_TEMP(1,M,L) /= UNDEFINED) THEN
R_PHASE(IJK,LM) = -R_TEMP(1,M,L)
ELSE
CALL START_LOG
WRITE (UNIT_LOG, 1000) L, M
CALL END_LOG
STOP
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
ENDIF
END DO
1000 FORMAT(/1X,70('*')//' From: RRATES',/&
' Message: Mass transfer between phases ',I2,' and ',I2,&
' (R_temp) not specified',/1X,70('*')/)
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE RRATES
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APPENDIX D
CALC_DIF_G.F
!vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvC
!
C
! Module name: CALC_DIF_g(IER)
! Purpose: Calculate the effective diffusivity of fluid phase
C
!
C
! Author:M. Syamlal
Date: 13-FEB-98 C
! Reviewer:
Date: dd-mmm-yy C
!
! Revision Number: 2
C
! Purpose: modify for black liquor char gasification
C
! Author: hariharan dharmarajan
Date: 07-25-01
C
! Reviewer:
Date: dd-mmm-yy C
!
! COMPONENTS IN GAS AND SOLIDS PHASE
! N2/O2/CO/CO2/H2/H2O/H2S/COS
! NA2SO4/NA2S/C/NA2CO3
!
C
! Literature/Document References:
C
!
C
! Variables referenced:
C
! Variables modified:
C
!
C
! Local variables:
C
!
C
!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^C
!
SUBROUTINE CALC_DIF_G(IER)
!...Translated by Pacific-Sierra Research VAST-90 2.06G5 12:17:31 12/09/98
!...Switches: -xf
!
!
Include param.inc file to specify parameter values
!
!----------------------------------------------!
M o d u l e s
!----------------------------------------------USE param
USE param1
USE parallel
USE physprop
USE fldvar
USE geometry
USE indices
USE constant
IMPLICIT NONE
!----------------------------------------------!
G l o b a l
P a r a m e t e r s
!----------------------------------------------!----------------------------------------------!
D u m m y
A r g u m e n t s
!----------------------------------------------!
!
Error index
INTEGER
IER
!
!
Indices
INTEGER
IJK, N,NC
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DOUBLE PRECISION UGC,VGC,WGC,USCM,VSCM,WSCM,VREL,RE,TS1,TG1,EPG1
INTEGER IMJK,IJMK,IJKM,I
!
!----------------------------------------------INCLUDE 'function.inc'
INCLUDE 'fun_avg1.inc'
INCLUDE 'fun_avg2.inc'
IF (DIF_G0 /= UNDEFINED) RETURN
!!$omp parallel do private(ijk) &
!!$omp& schedule(dynamic,chunk_size)
DO N = 1, NMAX(0)
DO IJK = 1, IJKMAX2
IF (FLUID_AT(IJK)) THEN
IF(X_g(IJK,N).GT.0.0)THEN
EPG1 = EP_g(IJK)
TG1 = T_g(IJK)
TS1 = T_s(IJK,1)
IF(T_g(IJK).GT.(C(22)+300.0))TG1=C(22)+300.0
IF(T_s(IJK,1).GT.(C(22)+300.0))TS1=C(22)+300.0
!
Gas diffusion coefficient
!revised on 11/06 assuming the bulk gas to be air
SMA_G(IJK)=3.689
EBYK_G(IJK)=84.0
!N_gr not needed
N_gr(IJK) = 0.0
! N_gr(IJK)=980.0*((RO_g(IJK)/MU_g(IJK))**2.0)*&
! ((D_p(1)/6.0)**3.0)*&
! (TG1-TS1)/((TG1+TS1)/2.0)
! AVERAGE SIGMA AND E/K
!ASSUME THAT THE BULK GAS BEHAVES LIKE NITROGEN for pyrolysis
!for other feed, average the two quantities
!SIGMA OF GAS (N2)= 3.798 E/K=71.4 (REID & PRAUSNITZ)
!E/K FOR GAS COMPONENTS ARE FROM C(1) TO C(10)
!SIGMA FOR GAS COMPONENTS ARE C(11) TO C(20)
! COMPONENTS IN GAS AND SOLIDS PHASE
! N2 / O2 / CO / CO2 / H2 / H2O / H2S / COS
! NA2SO4 / NA2S / C / NA2CO3
TSTAR(IJK,N)=((TG1+TS1)/2.0)/&
SQRT(C(N+10)*EBYK_G(IJK))
!PRINT*,"IJK,N,TSTAR(IJK,N)",IJK,N,TSTAR(IJK,N)
OMEGA(IJK,N)=(1.06036/(TSTAR(IJK,N)**0.15610))+&
(0.193/EXP(0.47635*TSTAR(IJK,N)))+&
(1.03587/EXP(1.52996*TSTAR(IJK,N)))+&
(1.76474/EXP(3.89411*TSTAR(IJK,N)))
!PRINT*,"IJK,N,OMEGA(IJK,N)",IJK,N,OMEGA(IJK,N)
DIF_G(IJK,N)=0.001858*(T_g(IJK)**1.5)*&
SQRT((1.0/MW_g(N))+(1.0/MW_MIX_G(IJK)))/&
((P_g(IJK)/1013250.0)*((C(N)+SMA_G(IJK))/2.0)*&
OMEGA(IJK,N))
!PRINT*,"IJK,N,DIF_G(IJK,N)",IJK,N,DIF_G(IJK,N)
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N_sc(IJK,N)=MU_g(IJK)/(RO_g(IJK)*DIF_G(IJK,N))
IMJK=IM_OF(IJK)
IJMK=JM_OF(IJK)
IJKM=KM_OF(IJK)
I=I_OF(IJK)
UGC=AVG_X_E(U_g(IMJK),U_g(IJK),I)
VGC=AVG_Y_N(V_g(IJMK),V_g(IJK))
WGC=AVG_Z_T(W_g(IJKM),W_g(IJK))
USCM=AVG_X_E(U_s(IMJK,1),U_s(IJK,1),I)
VSCM=AVG_Y_N(V_s(IJMK,1),V_s(IJK,1))
WSCM=AVG_Z_T(W_s(IJKM,1),W_s(IJK,1))
VREL =SQRT((UGC-USCM)**2+(VGC-VSCM)**2+(WGC-WSCM)**2)
RE=EP_g(IJK)*D_p(1)*VREL*RO_g(IJK)/MU_g(IJK)

N_sh(IJK,N) = (7.0-10.0*EPG1+5.0*EPG1*EPG1)*&
(1.0+0.7*(RE**0.2)*(N_sc(IJK,N)**(1.0/3.0)))+&
(1.33-2.4*EPG1+1.2*EPG1*EPG1)*&
(RE**0.7)*(N_sc(IJK,N)**(1.0/3.0))
!
!

N_sh(IJK,N)=2.0+0.569*((N_gr(IJK)*N_sc(IJK,N))**0.25)+&
0.347*((RE*N_sc(IJK,N)**0.5)**0.62)
KGX(IJK,N)=N_sh(IJK,N)*DIF_G(IJK,N)/D_p(1)

!

DIF_G(IJK,N) = ROP_G(IJK)*0.165
ELSE
KGX(IJK,N) = ZERO
N_sc(IJK,N) = ZERO
N_sh(IJK,N) = ZERO
DIF_G(IJK,N) = ZERO
ENDIF
ELSE
KGX(IJK,N) = ZERO
N_sc(IJK,N) = ZERO
N_sh(IJK,N) = ZERO
DIF_G(IJK,N) = ZERO
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE CALC_DIF_G
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APPENDIX E
Mfix.dat

#

RUN_NAME
=
DESCRIPTION =
RUN_TYPE
=
UNITS = 'cgs'
TIME
= 0.0
TSTOP = 10.0
DT= 0.5E-5
ENERGY_EQ
=
SPECIES_EQ
=
MODEL_B
=
DEF_COR
=

'LEFR'
'LEFR reaction incorporated'
'new'

.TRUE.
.TRUE. .TRUE.
.TRUE.
.TRUE.

DT_FAC = 0.98
GRAVITY
= -980.0
DISCRETIZE
= 8*7
NORM_g = 2.0
NORM_s = 2.0
LEQ_METHOD
= 8*2
LEQ_TOL
= 8*1.0E-3
LEQ_IT = 8*70
L_scale0
Mu_gmax

#

UR_FAC(2)
UR_FAC(3)
UR_FAC(4)
UR_FAC(7)

= 2.0
= 0.2
=
=
=
=

MAX_NIT
TOL_RESID
TOL_RESID_X

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

!2-solids volume fraction
!3-gas and solids u-momentum
!4-gas and solids v-momentum
!7-species mass
fractions

= 3000
= 1.0E-3
= 1.0E-4

# Geometry
Section
#
COORDINATES = 'Cylindrical'
IMAX
=
XLENGTH =
JMAX
=
YLENGTH =

#

#

14
3.5
100
100.0

NO_K
= .TRUE.
KMAX
= 4
ZLENGTH = @(2.0*PI)

Gas-phase
NMAX(0) =
MW_g(1) =
MW_g(2) =
MW_g(3) =
MW_g(4) =
MW_g(5) =
MW_g(6) =
MW_g(7) =

Section
9
28.0
32.0
28.0
44.0
2.0 !H2
18.0
34.0

!N2
!O2
!CO
!CO2
!H2O
!H2S
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MW_g(8) = 60.0
MW_g(9) = 23.0
MU_g0

!COS
!Na

= 7.0E-04

#N2/O2/CO/CO2/H2/H2O/H2S/COS
#NA2SO4/NA2S/C/NA2CO3/junk
#SIGMA OF GAS (N2)= 3.7980 E/K=71.4 (REID&PRAUSNITZ)
#E/K FOR GAS COMPONENTS ARE FROM C(1) TO C(10)
#SIGMA FOR GAS COMPONENTS ARE C(11) TO C(20)

#

#

C(1)=71.4
C(2)=106.7
C(3)=91.7
C(4)=213.0
C(5)=59.7
C(6)=356.0
C(7)=301.1
C(8)=336.0
C(9)=2171.0
C(10)=
C(11)=3.798
C(12)=3.467
C(13)=3.69
C(14)=3.897
C(15)=2.827
C(16)=2.649
C(17)=3.623
C(18)=4.130
C(19)=4.924
C(20)=
C(21)=0.134
C(22)=1273.0

!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS E/K
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!GAS SIGMA
!INITIAL Carbon mass fraction
!reactor temp

#c(23)-->initial sulfide conc gmol/cm3
#C(23)=@((0.239625*1.644/142.)+((0.0*1.644/78.))
C(23)=2.329E-3
#Solids-phase Section
MMAX
=
NMAX(1)
MW_s(1,1)
MW_s(1,2)
MW_s(1,3)
MW_s(1,4)
MW_s(1,5)
K_s0
RO_s
D_p

=
=
=
=
=

1
=
142.0
78.01
12.0
106.0
106.0

5
!Na2SO4
!Na2S
!Fixed Carbon
!na2co3
!rest JUNK

= @(0.26/418.2)
= 1.644
= 0.2

C_e
= 0.9
e_w
= 0.8
Phi
= 40.0
EP_star
= 0.4
#######################################################
#
Initial
Conditions
Section
#######################################################
IC_X_w = 0.0
IC_X_e = 3.5
IC_Y_s = 0.0
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#
#

IC_Y_n = 100.0
IC_Z_b = 0.0
IC_Z_t = @(2.0*PI)
IC_EP_g
= 1.0
IC_ROP_s(1,1) = 0.0

#

IC_U_g = 0.0
IC_V_g = 90.0
IC_W_g = 0.0
IC_X_g(1,1)
IC_X_g(1,2)
IC_X_g(1,3)
IC_X_g(1,4)
IC_X_g(1,5)
IC_X_g(1,6)
IC_X_g(1,7)
IC_X_g(1,8)
IC_X_g(1,9)

#

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.66522
0.0576
0.02016
0.15839
0.00144
0.09719
0.0
0.0
0.0

!n2
!o2
!co
!co2
!h2
!h2o
!h2s
!cos
!Na

IC_U_s(1,1) = 0.0
IC_V_s(1,1) = 90.0
IC_W_s(1,1) = 0.0
IC_X_s(1,1,1)
IC_X_s(1,1,2)
IC_X_s(1,1,3)
IC_X_s(1,1,4)

=
=
=
=

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

IC_P_star = 0.0
IC_T_g = 1273.0
IC_T_s(1,1) = 1273.0
#1 psi = 6894.8 pascals
#16+ psi
# Boundary Conditions Section
#######################################################
#
Gas 1
Solids
gas Inlet 2
#(change gas inlet 1 to dummy for cylindrical)
#######################################################

#
#

BC_X_w(1)
BC_X_e(1)
BC_Y_s(1)
BC_Y_n(1)
BC_Z_b(1)
BC_Z_t(1)

=
=
=
=
=
=

0.0
3.35
0.0
0.0
0.0
@(2.0*PI)

0.0
0.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
@(2.0*PI)

BC_TYPE(1) = 'DUMMY'
BC_P_g(1) = 1103600.0
BC_T_g(1) = 1273.0
BC_T_s(1,1) = 1273.0

#

BC_EP_g(1) = 1.0
BC_ROP_s(1,1) =
BC_U_g(1) =
BC_MASSFLOW_g(1) =
BC_W_g(1) =
BC_X_g(1,1) =

'MI'
1103600.0
1273.0
1273.0

0.985
0.0
0.0
0.18925
0.0
0.66522

0.25
3.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
@(2.0*PI)
'MI'
1103600.0
1273.0
1273.0

1.0
@(1.644*0.015)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0031
0.4156
0.0
0.0
0.66522
0.66522
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!n2

BC_X_g(1,2)
BC_X_g(1,3)
BC_X_g(1,4)
BC_X_g(1,5)
BC_X_g(1,6)
BC_X_g(1,7)
BC_X_g(1,8)
BC_X_g(1,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

BC_X_s(1,1,1)
BC_X_s(1,1,2)
BC_X_s(1,1,3)
BC_X_s(1,1,4)
BC_X_s(1,1,5)

#

=
=
=
=
=

0.0576
0.02016
0.15839
0.00144
0.09719
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0576
0.02016
0.15839
0.00144
0.09719
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

0.20116
0.00001
0.134
0.38905
0.27578

BC_U_s(1,1) = 0.0
BC_MASSFLOW_s(1,1) = 0.0
BC_W_s(1,1) = 0.0

0.0
@(1./60.)
0.0

0.0576 !o2
0.02016
0.15839
0.00144
0.09719
0.0
!h2s
0.0
!cos
0.0
!Na

0.0
0.0
0.0

#######################################################
#
Outlet
#######################################################
BC_X_w(4) = 0.0
BC_X_e(4) = 3.5
BC_Y_s(4) = 100.0
BC_Y_n(4) = 100.0
#
BC_Z_b(4) = 0.0
#
BC_Z_t(4) = @(2.0*PI)
BC_TYPE(4) = 'PO'
BC_P_g(4) = 1103200.0

#######################################################
#
Wall
#######################################################
BC_X_w(5) = 0.0
3.5
BC_X_e(5) = 0.0
3.5
BC_Y_s(5) = 0.0
0.0
BC_Y_n(5) = 100.0
100.0
#
BC_Z_b(5) = 0.0
0.0
#
BC_Z_t(5) = @(2.0*PI)
@(2.0*PI)
BC_TYPE(5)

=

'DUMMY'

BC_hw_T_g(5) =
BC_hw_T_s(5,1)
BC_C_T_g(5) =
BC_C_T_s(5,1) =

0.0
=
0.0
0.0

BC_hw_X_g(5,1)
BC_hw_X_g(5,2)
BC_hw_X_g(5,3)
BC_hw_X_g(5,4)
BC_hw_X_g(5,5)
BC_hw_X_g(5,6)
BC_hw_X_g(5,7)
BC_hw_X_g(5,8)
BC_hw_X_g(5,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

BC_hw_X_s(5,1,1) =
BC_hw_X_s(5,1,2) =

0.0
0.0

'NSW'
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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!co
!co2
!h2
!h2o

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

BC_hw_X_s(5,1,3) =
BC_hw_X_s(5,1,4) =
BC_hw_X_s(5,1,5) =

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

BC_C_X_g(5,1) =
BC_C_X_g(5,2) =
BC_C_X_g(5,3) =
BC_C_X_g(5,4) =
BC_C_X_g(5,5) =
BC_C_X_g(5,6) =
BC_C_X_g(5,7) =
BC_C_X_g(5,8) =
BC_C_X_g(5,9) =

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

BC_C_X_s(5,1,1)
BC_C_X_s(5,1,2)
BC_C_X_s(5,1,3)
BC_C_X_s(5,1,4)
BC_C_X_s(5,1,5) =

=
=
=
=

BC_Tw_g(5)
=
BC_Tw_s(5,1) =

1273.0
1273.0

1273.0
1273.0

BC_T_g(5)
BC_T_s(5,1)

1273.0
1273.0

1273.0
1273.0

=
=

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

#######################################################
#OUTPUT
CONTROL
SECTION
#######################################################
RES_DT =
OUT_DT =

0.005
10.0

SPX_DT =
USR_DT(1)
NLOG
=
#FULL_LOG =

8*0.01 100.0
=
0.1
50
.TRUE.
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APPENDIX F
Heat Capacities and Heats of Formation
Cp4  A 1  B1 3 t  C1 3 t 2  D1 3 t 3  E 1 /t 2

(Shomate Equation) [33] cal/gmolK

H4 - H4298  A1 3 t  B1 3 t 2 /2  C1 3 t 3 /3  D1 3 t 4 /4 - E1/t  F1 - 54 f , 298  [33] kcal/gmol

Table A-1. Constants for Shomate Equation.
A1
B1
C1
D1
E1
F1
G1
f,298
(kcal/mol)

A1
B1
C1
D1
E1
F1
G1
f,298
(kcal/mol)

A1
B1
C1
D1
E1
F1
G1
f,298
(kcal/mol)

Na2SO4
36.83951
2.92774
11.8052
-3.686791
-0.045462
-341.407
81.2326
-330.043

Na2S
13867.88
-25021.27
16739.29
-3913.671
-1650.069
-7681.405
17179.3
-87.5

C
Cp=2.553 cal/molK

0.0

Na2CO3
-255.0191
590.1864
-437.1558
120.8767
23.94407
-145.1061
-324.1969
-270.2605

N2
6.236138
1.964341
-0.472309
0.038067
0.01062
-1.909472
52.82505
0

O2
7.088672
1.466841
-0.283585
0.022892
-0.052501
-2.356929
56.87094
0

CO
8.401219
0.31073
-0.049216
0.003239
-0.784603
-30.5539
55.3805
-26.41661

CO2
13.9021
0.650113
-0.11766
0.009284
-1.540941
-101.797
63.0049
-94.05411

H2
8.160469
0.120441
0.088919
-0.009225
-1.929914
-5.071415
38.74116
0

H2O vapor
7.192161
1.633011
1.62367
-0.605755
0.019632
-59.962
53.39309
-57.7979

H2 S
12.2422
0.991273
-0.153816
0.009948
-2.500921
-13.3547
58.24331
-4.900101
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COS
14.4174
0.415471
-0.050187
0.003372
-1.225831
-40.30371
68.7489
-33.08009
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